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mark and still learn to read i1i a fairly ple_ sing manner • .A.'1~one vii-;h intel-
ligence enough to leant to 1·ea d o.:~ all, c:m be trained to do this if he has 
the right kind of crHicism and encouragement ; and the moat i nteresting 
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In ~t . aching to:s.t 'll4er s to rood. it io gen ·r-ally ooncecle tlm:~ 1i · .. tever 
method is uaed1 ·the.re must be vral r onunciat ·on of WJr-ds. J . u C 'Brion 
says: ":rho ehil<i. come...:; to school with 
The i.'lrobl o£ leru.."'uing to roo. is ro·duciblo i~u th.;, f.l."'l: of aw~oci.c.ting the 
ing in the primar-.Y grad.es is , t.herefo. e , r adically c'iiferen fr iin r . ding in 
·.;orda, 
these visi ble S}l~llb ols . GonaequoritJ;j., oral .. --~ding in tho prile :i 0 rs.des is 
i..11di spensable~ 
Jttrthermo:re, oi"'al reading is helpful in the format.io of habi t s of dis-
The follov.Ulg ia a quo·tation !ro the .st. Louis Co· so o"!: Study , which 
credits oral reading \"'l:i..th certain sooiEl vo.:. ..... s ! ".Lil&r a 1:'.!"0- elan~:a!JS of ~-
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s )il·a. .... ion i~1 ccrnmlmi't;; c£ at"tenticn: the.:·o :ls n pee·!::.;;;..;. :L · ~ens· "'ti' ~1 coomunity 
intarest-; new · facts are ad 'ed ·to ·lii<a it1!liYidual' · i.usi 1t by h ·e. s4 _ g a part 
ler caz:ceptiOll oi :I;o:u iz;.g l' e::Juli;i:,; i'r ~n the coopex·ativ-::1 c1 the car '1 the eye. 
( .J. A, O'Brient .. Reading : Its PS',;cl logy ru1d ~ dagoo.~ , " p . 30, 192.5.) 
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Educ·:'."tion gives an osti.m::-.te , ' Jf'?. ae c:cper:imen nith ;:~i l hun ·lred adul ts , 
f •'"'-W V•• year s a o , I had occ a sion to ask the opinions of a nurr.ber 
1 eo.d ::.~1g educG.tors of t h e c oun-'- ry in regard ·to the value of o. ~, 1 :::·e .... L-:.; iL 
-;;:··1·.': v.L::er ;j·ades . I wrote to ten of the superi u-Gendents o. sc '::.o..: l s ':J f -:he 
!;,\.i ddl -9 Vleo-t , includi! ;:; Fr::u~... E. Spaul ding of Hinneapolis ~.nd i nter-vi ewe' po:::·-
som.lJ: Ellor Carlisle Ri:? ey , c-t t~fat tilne a s ,·p ervisor L t . e r.:· .b:::.ic .. -:::: ''loc:. -· 
o: Bo::d:. c ·. , ".,.esid s 1. 1-!. ? • Faunce , t>h -Jn :[)I't>3i dent of Bro·.,_1 Un:i.vex·si t • They 
,_._. re u.n ni m uo i n ::myi ng th3.t the "right ki~d " of ora l r sdi ng st,ould b ~ t~:.i.gh 
in. -Ghec::e grades) 1:<.t1d Dr . Fa me · f::vorod i s continufl.n0e ·tl rout; . • i.; 1 scl:col ~ 
FrorrJ my '3xperience :'l.s a publ :~c l'"'ader and also a s a to~:tche o bot!-1 a -
u to and children , I beli eve th:=.t.t oevoral very decided e.d·rt"-..'1'-:-.[!;es !.1<.:,' be 
;:. .. ined fro~n oral reading i f i t i s ·uul J. taught . 
:r·e-.' d ·,-;ell orally . one :-::• s-t h::Jse Cl_"l Ul'l.· cr o-:;a:ading oi; the 8.lr L 10r ' ~ ;:: e:r~ :.-1::'_ 
~u r.rr de!:l<:mds cl () ,, r concentr a tion t:~an does oro.l r e1:d.:.n ; :0.1 d ·'·his, 
-t:ha her tha_ di s · oiiltBd ,-;ords znd phrases, enables one to grasp t he : 1e3.1 ine; 
onsidc:r··uz t_a difficu t;l: o-'' cont:!'·oll ing the emotions , ::rc realiz'::s 11oc; 
mc;ch e.~. fort i s im.r · ,, e, in l: Gl_)i r:g the moo of t he m.t-:;ho_· ·.:!'-. c!.1 r eading o:::- -
al'u 
<I 
-;-
t:~.: ;t. :;/!_rJ.c :r "'1;;.~  .-~ti.S "to cti.iotio:ml su.bjeotst s c11 <.: s romantic •. a;.·r2.+ive , ac .-ni:c 
.• 
s i bla f :r cidldrEm ·/# 
her' a ~ · · ec · ion o ~ music ple.y ed or r..un.g than -'-o x·e til.cl t. c z:otc~ • Som10 nrgue 
o c.::.:n gat ·ids Ol'ljoymo~ ·fi t hr-ough lis·teni.ng to the "inner 
hc.s tl::.:.s -voic a t r o_. or i.f i t docs not echo- tho znelodies and rhjthms tiv:1.t have 
be ~;:1 r eco.rda<i -~,:tile llste:J.inl'! t o t he r&.l.ding o-f v~.rious s elections t h:s.t .r.-
t h p:rll2·i;ed pa.c,e , if t£•.eee hv.3 been 3:.'1ough pr a ·tic · '·o train such . memory. 
~e hSt.~.te only t o o.:C;J.A a:r-e the teaching of two l.igh school i."lstructors or 
colleg" pl"ot essors ·to ~tn- . ersta:.:td hoi!.- one is a st cc es and the o·'her i'ailt.lr • 
They 
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One beJ.cngs t o the phl egmat ic, unemoti onal cle.se of p(•ople, who have n · a r.-t,;.s-
t.i c c·r dr mnf!:tic t endenc i es, but 1~oe.sure everything wi th a. ya.rd~stic k .. Thel' con-
duct -their r·eci te.tions by drill met hods. The treasures of .:.. i tt! ratur e are dis-
sec ted , analyzed and di scussed. They nev er read aloud, because any denlonst.ra-
tion o! err..ot.ion is distasteful t o them; and t hey ne•.rer require the children t o 
read aloud, because they feel their. incon>pet ency to conduct such an exercise. 
The result i s that the pupilS learn all about the author, but they ne-ver real-
ly know him or his works. Scrooge alwa.ys means seven l etters on a page. He 
never v;alks or growls in the presence of the class. The characters in the sto-
r ies, instead of being living human crea;t.ures, who laugh and weep, work and 
play, love and hate, represent only so many lines or syllables in a stanza or 
paragraph. 
Contrast such Vlork with tha.t c,f another teacher, e.. good reader, who en-
cour ages the pupils to read aloud from portions of the text suitable to oral 
interpretation. Some parts are dramatized with all the enthusiaem and success 
that native talent insures. In ru1 ei~hth grade class at Belcher School, East 
Milton , Massachusetts, t.he children becwne so much interested in "T~e Mer-
chant of Venice" that they were allowed to produce Act IV, t. he famous c our t 
s.cene, as a part of their commencement program. The parts were very sincerel y 
worked out and would have done credi t to a college dramatic societ y. They had 
ac t ed several other scenes dur ing the ter m, aJld it is needl~!ies to say t hat 
those childr en will never f orget t hat play. They used t o quote l i nes from the 
sctmes. appl ying t hem i. e sit uations a r ising i n t heir ev eryday lives i n a very 
amus ing way$ 
On t he ot her hand , I heard a young college man s ay r ecer_t ly tha t he hated 
this st.une play . in high school, e..nd he went on to explain how i t had been pre-
sented . They had di ssected , a.na lyzed and discussed the scenes ; t hey had 
counted the a.llusions; they ho.d compa.:.·ed the characters with those of other 
Shakespearean and modern plays; they had me.inorhed the biography cf Shakesp€<are, 
in preparation for exruninations ~ besides performing other j oy - killir1g tasi:s 
connected with such meth ods of teaching literature. This young man is fond of 
music, good pictures, books and plays. having taken creditable parts in the 
college dramatic prod~ctionso It is difficult. to see how the " inner voice'0 
would have a chance t o epeak in such a study :.as he described. 
The Twenty- fourth Year Book of the National Society for the Study of Edu-
cation di:;Jcusses. two types of reading experiertces, the work type s.nd the re-
creational type , and lists the following typical s ituations which lead to ro-
craetional reading: 
II I 
1. To relive COIIll1lon , every day experiences ; enjoying stories of 
home and school and of one's own village or city j such e.s "Little omen" 
and "Tom Sawy er .. for children and Garltmd •a stories for ndul ts~ 
2. For fun and sheer enjoyment durir1g leisure time ; reading jokes, 
nonsense rhymes, Briggs' cartoons f or childret1 and essays like Leacock +s 
. e .. nd Cobb•s,more rarely lamb's or Irving's for adults. More reading for 
this purpose is needed in the public schools. 
3. To enjoy sudden changes and sharp contrasts - positive exciie-
ment : reading stories o! adventu.re and accounts of travel and perH, 
like "Robinnon Crusoe .. , Treasure Is~and" and"Arabian Nights a'' 
4. To get away from life; reading rom~1ces and pictures of impossi-
ble idealism, such as Tennyson's •1Sir Gala.ha.d*' and Longfellow •s "E."'(.c el~ 
sior." 
6 .. To satisfy rr.utue.l and valuable curiosity about human nature 
and mo1~ives: rea.ding excell ent character portrayals in fiction, ~uch as 
I rving's, Dic kens• and Shakespearets e 
-10~ 
7. To give pleasure to others: rea ding aloud a.s among f riends a f ter 
supper from :material like tr..at mentioned in 1, 3 and 5 above. 
8 . To read aloud pa.rts of plays and dre.ma tic dia l ogL1 e fer enj oy-
rnent in class or in preparation f er fur t,her dn:une.tization. 
lOa To enj•:>y sensory imagery : the pictures, odors, the feel a.'"ld 
sound - l ess frequ <9ntly the music and movement of poetry and poetic 
prose, sometirnes by reading it aloud to on sel! or by genuinely shar ing 
pleasant exper iences in discussing them with sympathetic f r iends . u ••• ., 1! 
Oral r eading is ment ioned in several of t hese experiences, but it is plai n 
t o see that any of t he pleasures to be derived from the sit'lations :tabula. 
would be enhanced by the abili ty to read aloud. 
3 . The technical training i t ,_ff ords is another reason I have for wish~ 
ing to develop better oral reading in the upper grades. Reading classes are 
practically the only ones where any time is given to the correct pronuncia-
tion of the elements of speech , to voice training, breath-c ontrol and diction. 
Young children need but little drilL The desire to give somet hing interest-
ing to an audience corrects , as if by magic, i ndis tinc t speech and weak 
voic es. The drills when given should, therefore, be combined with audience 
I n oral i nt erpretation as in ordinary conversation, one should pass 
lightly over unimportant words, such as prepositions, conjuncti ons and auxil-
iar;ies. In such reading, the eye-span is enlarged. The eye-voice span , the 
space between the word one is looking at and the one he is act•.1ally pro-
nouncing, is also increased by continuous practice in good oral r eading. A 
very interesting discussion of t hese eye-movements is found in Fowler Do 
. • rJ 
Brooks' text, "The Applied Psyc hol ogy of Read:lng» Chapters 1- ! . Another 
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study is found in J. A~ O'Brien's text: ••Reading : Its Psycholcgy a nd Pedagogy i 
Chapter III. Bot-h authors show how poor oral reading decreases the eye-span 
and how practice i n r ea ding whole s entenc es wi l l incre~we it. Such pr Hc t i c- in-
volv es t he need of taking in e.s wide !1. ~pfil'l as possible to el l ow f or pr oper em-
phas is a.nd emotional changes .. ) 
A poi~:~e and confidence come:; wi th practice ir1 or-al r ee-.di ng that is not 
gained as well anywhere else ir1 sch ool. Such poise enab les on~ to stand on 
hi s feet , mentally and phydcally, i n e.n el!!ergency and express .. imself c o-
her.~ntly and eff ec ti vel:,; . The need f or s u.ch abilit y has never been f elt so 
much fH.~ e.t present , when men e.nd women~ boys and girls e.re taking part in all 
kinds of club work a.nd municipal aff&irs. People go to special teachers for 
trai:nir1g they might ha'le had in the grades in oral reading classes , which 
affor d co:tr:~tent practice in expres sing the exc e l lent lEmguage of the master s .. 
-No one disputes the benefit derived from mel!lorizing or partly rc.emoritir:g good 
Engl ish . People who do this continuously find that t hey a re apt to a pply the 
correct f orms in their own speachQSon:etimes whole phrases come to one's mind 
when he i s making a sentence , either in speaking or writing. 
4~ With the other a.dvante>.ges gained in oral reading, I may say t hat t here 
is pr obably no bet ter way of instil l ing mor al lessons than through reading a~ 
loud the best liternture. To read well orally, one must place him :~P:.l! tEJmpo-
r~rily tmder the mEmtal, emotional and spiritual influcnece o~ the author. At 
such times the reader is experienc i ng noble thoughts , whir;h oust have some cf!" -
feet. Thus fine sentiments t such as hope , r everence ~ couraee, patrio-tism, . cv £- » 
l oyalty 8 pers everence , s elf- c ontrc•l » purj.ty , . self-sacri f i ce and t oler anc e are 
suggested or experienced ~ 
CiA ·'T'ER I 
CE--L~)GFS t~ THE OBJECTIV ES L RE:~_DIJ 
b e e:ttriht.: -~e 1 tc the sver- c.anging conditions in the countr-~r,. n Jolo~ial 
de.:' s , J.;!:: . ~bj ect in leo.rn i ng to r e9.d '.''B.E: to fvrther :: ~ i~ic-us instr ·c -:i on 
t!:._ ('Ugh "t.he r eadine of the Bible . The subject mutter in the re:1.r ers c ::;nsi.::-t oc1 
of e~tracts o ror.:: the Bible) relig iov.:> 2torios 2.nd . ·oetrv e.r:.d pr os e ::::el r.;cti ~ns 
of a moral nature ~,.It is estime.ted that 75~ of the IJ ' 0 le were illiteru:!:e .. 
Th..:.s period was followed y a ti:ne \'!hen greo-lt stress rms l e.i i t: !_:'·::: ·i err, _ 
re :=tdi l1g as a r.nea..>1s o f dis tributing · :Lnf onlation of ::. cul tun..;_l "I' patrio ic 
nature to make up for the dear th of re8.ding mtdter in -'-l-ee 1.om0s and t . <; :;en~ 
~ere trained to recite or read sal ecticns a t home or in pu lie ~n · t o. 
~ (.;"''1 :-'..:.Jl S!J B~·.k i n public. Grc.cball" , the nat· ' re of the s lections i -~ t!!c 
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bcmbr.,stic and pompous in tone, whi ch came t~ be cons idered by a great many 
people. as the idea.l thing in punlic a ddress. I t was c on::.:r;on :1.n t:ulpits, law 
courts, on the floors of the houses of Gongress and in dec J.arnntory w k in 
schools . Wendell Phillips was the fir:;t of the gr eat ora.t rs to change f rom 
thi.s heroic s t yle to one t hat has b een descri bed o.s tha t of !' a gentlerr.an 
conve!·s:i.ng "" Pupils i n school who deviated f rom the monotonou s , _ i th-
pitched vcice, col1ii'Ilcnly used in or a l r eadi ng) were apt to adopt tbe .. oa:::- i ng, 
artificia quali ty us ed by s ome wal'ldering el ocutioni s t or. .. leading cit i. zen" 
who had made an impr tll:liJion by doi ng s omethi ng out of t he ordi1~ary , It ha.c 
"taken a long time to Z'lake the Wendell P.1illips manner popula. ; but it i. 
gratify i ng to find that t he bomba~tie, hero i c tc!le, though still r1.illlc.:..re b-
so:YJ0 p ( pl •3 , i;:: fa. ..,t f a lling into dis~tse . ; promi nent judge remarket recent-
ly » ''It w·Juld be laughed out of court now-~ -de.y s . " 
ut ir. z-e,ri ewing i' 1:1 or-~1 readin.;. of the past e entury , one must ac±!: 1 .!1-
dg~ t~e honorable place it .he.s held . Much of it was excell ent, f::; r eYery e'"'= 
<>ration has men and women of such innat•~ good taste that they ,·' EOod "\':art: 
in :1pi t e of poor teac.ling and bad exa..1nples . One cannot 11elp f eeli.g that t~e 
children o:f today lose a good deal of the inspiration and patr · ,_ tic t:rs.i .1:.ne 
whic~ the boys and girls of the " SO's" received ~ 
As ~ooks and maga:d!lea becaJne .more abundant and education m re ~ommo11 , 
"'.:!'":e dmna __ d for reading s.loud was less urgent and the need for more rapi i~ 
l ent reading was recognized~ f or .:uore than forty years , educators have b en 
trying to improv e t he reading in the school s . As long a go as that. .. he m<Jd 
of :rec:i tation - that ·:Jf .having one pupil a f ter another r i se and read a par- -
.;;raph or a s .... anza. "Ni th no other deman . ttan t hat the vmrds be pronounc ..,..:1 cor~ 
rectly- was vigorpusly attacked; and means of getting better comprehensi::.n •")f 
thought 'r,;erc s·:mght . I n 1879 , .Bb:i.le Javal of t he 'nivers i ty of Paris made 
sorr·e experinents, testing eye-mov.:e:nents as they svrept across 
and it was di.scovered that silent ree.di:'lg mi!YJt be ~:r-.uch n:ore rapid than . oral 
reading, owing to the posflible e.limi !1aticn of many physical mo rements -that 
accompany t!le latter. The increase in tr.e ::u-not.mt of reading in high schools a d 
colleges, besides the need of rapid reading in every day life in order t_ keep 
up wi th the current events, sign).ficant social issues , comrrrmit a.Yld rationa_ 
s.ffai s and. ideals, has made si lent rea.dicg training a necessity . 
'* Re:1di?'lg disabilities have been di agnosed by able schol ars with a 1 ·. e 
modern psych _ogy and scientific methods back o.f them, and they are U!'lanimous 
in the opi!'l i on that the time now spent in oral reading classes where the rec-
itatio?lS are conducted b a mechanical way might be more profi tably spent in 
another l ine of reading training. These investigations have leti to tl:e _ ollo~r -
ing '9.nalysis and criti cisms : 
1. Pupils read to0 slo\··ly for practical purposes . 
2. Ma .. '"ly people~ inc l uding college students , pronounce the 1ords , 
using the organs of speech» .when reading sil~mtly. 
3. Many people read one word at a time .. 
4. Manr go ov·~r the words, pronouncing tht> ..m correctly, bu... with 
no comprehensi~n of the thought~ 
5. L11 reading aloud , they pronounce t ' e words monotonously 1 with 
nu variety of expression. 
5. I n ma.ny cases the reading is jerky, indicating tha.t the eye 
does not move rhythmically across the page . 
7. The voices are often raised to an ltnne.t:Jrally high p.:::.tc ~ 
8 .. The diction i s poor a nd the words are often run together , so 
"lt E. B. Huey : "Psychology and Pedagogy o! 4\eadir..g", 1908; C. T. ray: 
. " 
''Types of Aeadi:ng Disa ility . , 1927; E .. '• Hincks:••Di.3ability in R.:;adi:tlg in 
... 
Regard to PersonalH,y'0 , 1926; '!'wenty-fourth Year Book; JQ S. S. E .. j 1925a) 
it is impossible to m1dersta.nd a reader ~:~.cross a room. 
The Third Year Book of the Department of Superintendence cont~ina the 
reports from other investige.tions . The f ollovling are brief extracts from the 
reports : 
1. Students waste time in oral r eading as it is cot'lll!only taught 
at present after they have passed third grade ~ 
a . Vocalization retards -the rate of reading after the chil-
dren have mas tered the mechanics of reading . 
bq Oral reading leaos tD the habit of reading one word at a 
time , even when reading silentl y, because of the musculr-ir reac-
tion 1 resulting from ha ving pronounced the words separately w en 
rea.d i ng aloud. 
2. Teachers still cling to the archaic ways of teac hing reading, 
-s.lthough there is much new matter to c.:msider upon the subject .. 
3* Mru1y teachers drill upon technical things pertai ning to reading 
in an aimless and abstrac·t manner, viz : the phonetics are taught with 
little r elation to the sentences in the r eading lesson which involve 
these sounds; either no attention is paid to posture during the rea ding 
racita.Unn or el~e the pupilf; are required to stand in a stiff , unna.t-
ur·l manner , the physical training of the. school not being brought t 
b:ear upcn the si ·tu~:tion, This io true also in t.he matt er cf v ice-
training and breath-control . 
4. Really definite a.i ms are oft en l:.1cking ~ 
5. Ar ter the aims have been set up, the teachers fail to wor ef-
fec·Liv·ely in silent reading recitations . 
S. ' .1ch of the material found L'l the readers is too ifficu~t . 
7. Environment ~tnd locality a:!"e often ignoredc 
3. any teachers are unable to secure good nntural expression~ 
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9. Cid.ldren sit L. cla.ssea w~1ere the reading is poorl y taught> ac-
tually was t ing time as they listen to tedius recitationsv 
10. Material chosen for ort:>.l reading should be int erestir.g, incl!. d-
ing dialogue~ selections of a bright, descriptive nature or those hav-
ing a decided human appeala 
lL In the face of these difficulties and owing to the fact that 
Eilent reading is used so much more in later life than oral reading, 
it is r ec ommended "that. the greater portion of the reading period be 
spent in trai!'.ling along the line that is to be used more frequently. 
To meet the demands of adult life the following reading -abilities need 
to be developed oThay involve both silent and oral practice arod :it i necessary 
to devise some means of teaching them in school& 
L The ability to " skim" in reading, glancing down ~ · column · apid_y, 
just hitting t he hi3h spots . Such abi lity is in use in running over the front 
page of a news_aper, getting the gi st of t he matter. I n this manner. one may 
become familiar with a great deal of the current reading matter, v ithout ta.k-
in0 much tima~ This ability differs from " skipping"~ I n the latter case, one 
mi~ht again hit only the high spots; but to these particular parts ~e would 
give lo~le atte.1t.i on, whereas i n " skizmr.ing" , he would give but a. !'a.pid glan!!e 
over the whole, with no particular attention to any detail . One's eye becomes 
accu s tomed in such reading to take in a wide ar ea at a time, thus facillitating 
very rapid readingg 
:: .. The ability to read Vii th a critical attit~1de of mind in order th&t one 
may enjoy good litera.ture . This kind of reading is much more leisurely t han 
that of " kippinr.: " or " skimming " • One takes time as he goes along t :> Aense 
the beaut' of the language) to sympathize with tho emotions of the author 
s:.nd to judg e e.nd set a va _:;e upon the argt.me.1ts . Much pleasure rna - be added 
by good oral reading in such cases. The most beaatiful literature '.vas :ri t ten 
f or the ear as well a s f or the eye , and we must believe thfl.t the s.uthor 
hears a voice ut tering hi s ideas .. 
·ays 
~~ The ability to reau carefully, digesting the material a s or..~ goes a-
long for t he purpose of pr epa ring a l ectu r e or a report . 
I n " skimming/ one passes over many unimportant words, without noting 
them at all. Or he sees them i n groups, t aking i n the meanings, btt not stop-
i:ng to articulate them. Tests show that readers trained for this sort of :ork 
a.l go twice as fast in reading silentl y as they ce.n orally. 
One can learn to " sk im" orally • where onl y the subst.a.nce is re,.u. · red. 
Bu t such reading is to be distinguished from that used in the interpretation 
of literature, In the latter case, the reader is sharing his pl9asure in t he 
selection with someone else, and he thrills with the spirit of it and thr• de .. 
s ire t o nk~ke an intelligent report of the thoughta 
Cl arence R. Stone in " Silent Rsading and Oral Reading" mentions certain 
problems tha t arise from t hese considera.1.ions that may be summari zed here: 
1. What methods shall be used for the different kinds of material in the 
reading books ! 
· 2. What drills shall be used to increase the rate of speed ! 
3. What- are the legitimate uses of oral readine1 
4. What a r e the best means of inc rea :-;ing the power of comprehensi on ! 
5 . What are the relations between silf;n·t and oral r e Eiingf 
I n making an Rr-rarJ gen;en-t of l ess ons O!lEl mu s t consider Uw a.ims in each 
of t he trht;o st-a ges • tht3 J.'rima:ry , the inte:rmedie. te and the upper grades. '!'11e 
f tmc tivn of oral a.nd silent )--~.:,a. din~ i r1 ""orJd r1g out th~ aims of othez grade 
sub ' eci.~: mus t alsn be considered. Th•:l short tmits of reo.ding mRter-ie.l , su~h !ts 
p oellls tmd the longer un1 t s , the l.ooku . w ~ 11 ho.ve diff erfjnt L· oa.tmewt . 
Av;akoned to thr;~ r!eed of int.m!sive tJrairdng ir1 s :U.f1t t rea.ding a •• " C0!1~ 
0 dcvel -
I ot 
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natun.lly and unaffectedly a n Hit. had ori ginated. v:ithh;. -:..he!r! .. el ves. 
No real .rog:ress i n oral :reading will be made until the t ea hers become 
.f:m:ilie..r with the di ffe reuce between the mere expras£;ion of u:ee.nir"g• -~ich 
u:a.y be pur e ly intellect1.:al and the eJ~pression of the emot i cn and purpose; i -
·rolvt:;d in the selecti on f or the pleasu r e of an audience . 'any ao not l i li:e ::;, 
v ~::nture h:to t he emotional field fo r f ear of go i ng too far. The confu se - ee~ 
i timate drematic oxpression wit 1 melodr amatic, basing their ideas r-on the wo1~ 
of so-called elocut~onist s, whose performa.nces can hardly be considen;d t ue 
revelations of the litera_t.ijre that we wish to pla.ec in an advantageous light 
before the children; but surely there are enougL good readers t o prove ttat 
one can r ead eff ectively "'d thout becoming I;!elndrama..tic •• 
Before any great advanc e can be made it will be nec es sa1·y for super.: .~ 
. endents, principals and teachers tc believe t r.e.t it is worth while to brir1. 
:he !"!atur&l interprotati on of litereture heard upon the stagEl and the public 
reader 's plat f orm into the classroom and that firs t grade children are not 
too young to begin Ylith. 
The ifth Year Book of the Department of Superintendence , in th e dis-
cussion rega rding litert> .. tu e of the junior high scho"ls stres~ad he adv · e~ 
ability of having an ex.ert teacher of reading in every school. There vill 
1ave t o experts in reading as well a s in music and drawing, ' ho5e businees 
it wi n be t o supervi s e the reading in the grades and i n the high sc.too ~ , 
givi:r.g ,.Jpec ia.l trs.ining to the teachers who have not had it . The on\.1 ree.ding 
J.essons would them be a s prnfitable as the silent ones. There are many 
things besicles poetry tr,a.t require effective or·~-1 expres s ioi'> ~~ .d unles ' t l:e 
pupils have some prac tice i r! Dchool it is difficul t t.o see w ElrEl i t will 
c 0I!l6 .. 
Teacher-trairdng coll eges will have to includ$ ir. thei:r course s this 
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special training f er Rtudent teachers . The irlstruciors of reading in rn~:.ny of 
these · rtsiji tutions now have hs>.d no more than ordinar~' grade readir, work, an 
the b ing intc thP.il~ work the srun•E~ ideas that were g.:.ven +o tr.em by un-trair; d 
teachers , and so the viork goes on in a. circle . I n that it furr.i shes the .ey to 
e other subjects, reading may be ·onsi.de::--ed as the most import~'l"t :::ul: -
j e : ~n the sntire cmmr10n school curricul um , and yet, courses i n reading 
mo:~thod e.nd phonetics are considered suf ficic:mt training for the young pee .. le 
who are to teach it~ 
It !.s dif f icult to work a change in amy department, and because read~ 
ing ie one of the ol e est subj e~cts in the curriculum, and therefore very f irm-
ly fix ed a.s t o methods and pra.ctices , it may be sometimtS before any rad.i .P~l 
changos will b e ~oticeable; but there is a decided t endency, especially in 
the 'llest to brine speciall y trained teachers into_. the s 1perYision of grade read-
ine, .nd it is to be hoped t he leaven will spread rapidly and e.:ttt:nd.vP.J.y. 
ith all these objectives to consider , it is no 10nder that the reading 
problem has b E;come more comple,. than it v.-as in th~ days when o<.:r great-grea7.= 
g1·s.ndfnthers were patiently toiling over their ca.tec .isms and Bi bla ve·rs~s a 
CAUSES OF DIJ!t'ICULTIES Dl OCtAL READING 
Since t he improvement ill ·):..~1:'.1 .rs<J;di.lig d~pE!ltds upon th$ recognition ot 
diff'iculties !ct'l.lowed by detirJ:~o :roocdies, I r•.m gi.vinz in this chapter n. 
brio resume of t he outata.ndir.tg difficulties ·t hat have bOOll checked up by 
reading au·thori·ties .. il': 
tigatioa ·~:as t.he. ir.m.bilit.y of t~r:l chcrr; 'ti:.) ~mo.J.;ze P..Ud duf:?.1'!e their difficulties. 
Many t eachers ~~sserted -',;ro.t thGy ez.pe~~ienced 10 dif'Hcul·"i0.~ in ·iiEX'Whing reading; 
othe.r:a ~;are able t.o rnention ditiicul·~iE1S onl y il1 gCJ.'&ert"i.l tern~::::, some of 17hich 
! ·have t31ked t1i·t.h mt:UlY . te~lCh<~rs in regard ·to oral l' OO.tiing and have seen 
( Fo ler D. Brook a: *'!be Applied Psychology of Reading• tt 1926; Charles 
Woaley .aner.so:n: •lf'olution of Exprossion,•lat ost OO:ition, 1927.; A. I. Gates: 
"Psychol-ogy ot Reading and Spell:i.ng; SpECj.sJ. Ro!erance i o lliaability , " 192'7; 
E. B~ It.tey: •-The Psychology e.nd Pedago~r of Rending, • ~909• C. H. Judd: Reading: 
Its NQ.turo and Davelopnent,." 1 918.; J. A, •. O'Brien: "Beading:: Its Psychology and 
Pedagoe;y ,u 1926; "Third Yoo.r Book of th9 Department of iU.perintendence..-.•1925; 
1~'!\m;lnty-Fourth Year Book of the iati onul 5t'oi.ety for the Study of Education.!11925.) 
recitations conducted by these teuc.hara . l r.ave had others in rny cxtonsion 
courses in oral expression at. Rhode lule.nd ~llec:. e of Educntion, and i ba>liave 
that one reason for the state of afta;.rt! mentionEd by ti.ss Strt>..itz i3 that in 
matly cases taachars positiv~y dielike to teach oral reading, v.nd hurry over 
the racitations merely marking time. They usually belong to t he 'tcype ot parson 
who experience · no thrill in J.ietenj_Yl€; to boc~titul music or seeing a groat 
drama enacted on the stag&. 'l'harofore the ch~.rm of the l:tterature eec:?.pes t htD, 
and they seo little more in a po.:gn of reading than in on~ o£ e.rithmetic. Such 
teachers like drill subjeats, wharf.;) 'but little ;Lm.."l.gi.nai.ion is required.• ancl 
vould bB perfectly hap}:>y ei .. ~tin:g on a. ste,ol in e. laboratory, po.ticmtly looking 
through a iuicrasco:t)a._ .countil'ig ·i;i1o l~s on a !l;;'s lag; b.u·!i. ·~hey never tlu-ill 
over any't.h n<» in llf¢ au.d ar~ a ·t. ta Cl'lt.iciao 7ith an air oi ouporiority tho 
people v!ho do. being ahle t hetnstllvou ·~ ,) kosp t heil· feet on tl&e rround. 
A young J.ady of thie pr..:..:.;:~ic<.ll ·i;u.t·n of mind aC"OUlpanied her young mB.n to 
soe tho opGr s.,. 't Lo..1er..grin.• !·I3 ':.";CO ii.1 ·~ra:1sports over- the I•cr·torm..'Ulee and ex-
claimed ecstatically . . .. 0.,. v:oul in ' t :·ou lll!e to 4-P- a swt.!Zl u.nci floo.t and !loot in 
thv. t maj ea'ti ~lt\f !" 
She replied,:"'Sit tlith IZr.f i'oot ill c ·ld wx'.;.er all tio~ t I should sav not.• 
<Tc.ilior tea.chers clo ·appreci::.:t !l liter t.;ture to e. c~ .... i:.cl.n ·extent lind roaliz 
t hat the cl'>.ildran ;;u-e uot get in:',.s muc!·. ou·t of the:;, l-essons, but ·they ooan to bo 
unable to give the sort of crit.iciems and d.irE)(r~ions ·Uw.t bz·ing the desirod r$-
Sldta. I l:w.\-"' l:l.)ltrd such taa.cher.:; eay, 'I lulow the expression ie not good, but I 
could do no better myscll. The ')'';' .jo thilib I can do is to u.ak th«a to read it 
'l!li. th the hope ·that it will be ~pt·cvoa in the socood trial.. 
SCBne t43·-•.d&)ra fi!'.d. it b.ru-4 to ue )atient and lot tne pupil.s reveal thoir 
ovm understanding of t he seleo·tion. 'fl.wy ant to get on ti.th the uork, and ey 
their r.!lMller of co.wiucting the ;.·ecita·"io.n, create ar1 atmosphere of hurry and 
cri tioism.Another reason whic:h I have o~erved is that .no a.llowe.nco is Illc."\de for 
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i ndividual differences . All the pupils are r equi red to read withth seme rate 
of speed , the srune inflection and pitchi and t here is no vari e*y i:a rat , i -
.fleet i on or pitch, whet her the salec tion deals vii th a chariot rae e or a funer ... 
al pageant . Granting that there should be the same general i nterpretation y 
all the pupils, i t seems as unjust t o expect that the same expression WOi.tld 
be giYen b:r each·~chi;Ld. as ,; to r~uire t hat they all grow to look alike,. 
Reasons fer difficulties may be listed ttnder several heads : 
1 ·. ~ Lack . df int erest in materi al. 
2. Lack of background in the way of experi ence t hat will enable pu-
pil s to get the me~ ing from the lesspms . 
3 . Wrong grouping , - putting weak pupills i n the same cl ass \'lith 
strong ones, thus discouraging t he slow ones and boring the others . 
4. Meager vocabulary . 
5. Inabi lity to grasp the meaning of assignments . 
6 ~ . Inability to comprehend the meaning; the slowness of compre-
hension being due to i nferi or leaming capacity . 
'7 . Inability to use the dictionary intelligently. 
B. Congeni t:ll word blindness . This refers to the ino.bility to inter-
~ 
pret words , :i::ather tha.'l the failure to see them. "It i s attributed to 
•imperfections or l ack of development of those areas o_ t he brain which 
normally serve a.s centers f or reporting images or memori es of pri nted 
symbols .•" Someti mes i t may effect onl; certain l etters or cer·LaL 
words , but i n any case it retA.rds the r ate of reading • ei t~er silent 
or oral . 
9. Some pupil s ha e regressive tendencies . Their eyes moYe a.J.on :fQ' 
a few words , making t he ordinary fixations; t he1 go back, repeating the 
movement . This regression at t he point of f i xation is probabl y due to a 
( J . A. O'Br ien: "Reading: Its Psychology and Pedagogy, " P• 215, 1 26. ) 
. *' nervotw condition1 which ca.usos t e opasmodic• bacl.,"';';ard jerk. 
10. Poor auditory rr.r:J'lory. !.."'l thio caso, the pupil fails t o ran bor 
·the -:oro • r. has no cczLe::;til)n of ~'honotie • l nt wil ). sou..'l'ld one letter 
the sa~: r..ds by placing t'L fin ,:> 'S'lr · npon t he teach or •s throat. . 1hore t hey 
cation ·t~~~ ough the cenoe touch . 
of one no . .c1.1 ·-- " <! times to a 
f taki:·rr in several 
such a ditficw.ty is dis';}()ver-~;;.d ,. :>..~,; sholi-l.d be ::·~porte-;1 e.t ouce. 'Ibis is 
the first -thi·lg to consiGier ·\7hen a child is experi ciu.g t:roubl in 
1(;-)an".li.ng to read; e..n eye test shoulu. Ja znade at o.nco. 
cognize n ., word$. 1'1 o context alone is ot enough -t;o aid in id 1tifying 
~ ( The opinio:!:l oi' .Qr., Gx·a.cc ., Bird •. hoad or th dapartmOtlt. -of I sychology 
at R.llode lsla.'ld Collet;e of F..ducr.tion, who has made_ a spooiaJ. study of nervous 
disorders Bl.'1unr; childr • ·· ) 
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. unfe.mil:i.D-r \i!Ords,. and .:.::4y people s-.re prectic:J.lly helpless a:!i times, 
becauoc they .ave had iu&u£fici · t C!" "-t?:o ..:u·dr.g. 
11 .• Jneffe~tivo eye-4.rJVr::JJl :1ts •'}e.ur.o poor reading .• The eye-span. mny 
be fairly v:ide, nnd yot there ia H j orky, meven movanent e.s the eye 
travels across the paee or S'..'reepe bHel "~o begin n01:: line. Such conditions 
do~""act from smoctlih. rapid roa.ding, Md . e ummUy found in t he cases 
of ncrvouo people, . :1hoso msc3.cs z.. tons !lld r1ho are apt. to be sudden 
aucl j ·li:y ~· .~ all ..-.-heir L1C ~ G.'!l.ii:·rts. 
l !:J .. 8peoc.r de oots . cuch a.., ;n:'J.l -fo·roa.t.io:n of tr.o taeth, l.a2y tongue ; 
ill-sha.r-~::cl l'.i)JJOlla.uce clL11.:bcr:J , poor 'brca"k .. - eontTol• and bad habits in 
t ho U:-3!.; of ·the organs of upo:~cr~ ~ ::.::. toad to lessan ),~o lo ' s ch of 
r;Jo lAnder in 
oral ::-e~~.ding. 
on draw-
backs. litany c 1:.:.ldrtm ~ •.tvo ab.:i.li ''.! -to com!'. clla"ld t he IDO'~..i.l"'lg at.'ld they have 
no particulnr physical hc .  nd.:ca:ps, btlt · ·iih£~Y · .1ffer from self-conscious-
ess a.l'J.d bash!Lllnes:s . Thero f.:l.:<'v m'L!l' Ct\ USe$ for 'tb:i.a, ru'!d a symp:;~.thetic 
to~~ char '1.7iih ·the rig..l:lt kind at treat. asnt llJa.Y 'help su.ch hildr - to t or-
JJSt thanoelves in tho i :aterast of th . i3·to:r'j'• 
Tho following ch12u-t shows hotr some tea.cl1er ovGrC a .many of these dif· 
ficulties. l'or the others, VfL} J.it.tla ~ be suggest ·d in so brief an out-
lino. ~ts the troubles relo.te tc; ph:·nicr-..1 disordex-s 'that requir the ai• ot 
spocia.lists ~ 4 t..l-Ie medical line. 
DIFFICULTill:S nr ORAL READING: 'IHEIR SYMPTOMS AND ' SUGGESTED REMEDIES 
DIFFICULTIES 
Inability of t eachers t o diag-
nose troubleD in oral r·eading. 
Teachers have no def:i.ni t2 
pl ans . 
Some teachers dislike ·~c 
t e8.ch or D~ nc::ding. Object to any 
EJ1lotional display . Do not sense 
beauty in rhytb..m and melody in 
literature. 
SY.MPTOMS 
Claim there are no difficul-
ties. Mention them only in general 
terms . 
Pupils read in a_~ aimless way , 
one after another, the only require-
ment being that they pronounce the 
words correctly and emphasize the 
important points. Directions and 
criticisms result in mechanical 
reading. ~1e hears such remarks as 
these: " Not so fast ." "Too slow." 
"Put more expression into it. " "liCnph-
asize bird, not e~.rly." ~'Let your 
voi ce fal l at a period.•• ~ Keep your 
voice up at a comma. " 
Hurry through recitations. A.void· 
reading aloud whenever they can. Do 
not encourage pupils to depart from 
the1 commonple,ce mE~.nner of reading. 
F 
rv 
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SUGGESTED REMEDIAL PROCEDURE 
Teacher- training by expert in-
structors of oral expressiont who 
have definite plans for remedying 
the various faults and who read 
well themselves . 
Teachers must diagnose the dif'- . 
ferent difficulties repr esented by 
the class or as individuals and 
then give directions and criticisms 
S~J.itable to each:' fault. It may be a. 
lack of understanding of the author's 
central purpose, a failure to note 
the important points or inability 
to phrase properly . It is a waste 
of t ime to nJE<.ke vs.gue ren:u:.rks. 
It is difficult to create in 
adults of unemotional natures a 
liking for :t'a.nciful and dramatic 
selections . Such ~ training should 
begin early in l i fe. It is possi-
ble, llov.rever) wi th the right kind 
of instruction to v.rouse interest 
and to bring out l F-.tent talent e-
i1ough to enable any te~ cher t o 
re.ad fairly vell • 
Inability to grasp the meaning 
of assignments 
In bility t o use the dictionary 
in ellieently . 
Inability to comprehend me nines . 
Some pupils who seemin gly giv e 
good attention t o the ~ssigrm1ent o - , 
ten prov e in their r e it tions that 
they did not understt:md the xplan -
tions and illustra ions. This leads to 
poorly prepared l essons . 
T ke too lon to find the words. 
l1azy interpret tion of th• m~aninga. 
l).'.noranco of the diacritical mtu·ks. 
This is sho~n in wrong emph ~is 
of words. Pupils oft n fail to tell 
what they have been reading about. 
Teac hers should spe~~ a~s­
tincUy , using very simple lang-
uaee. Discuss people and plac es 
represented ·in the selec tion. Show 
pictures~ Ask questions to find 
out whether the as signr!'<tmt is thor-
oughly understood . 
Be sure pupils know the order 
of the letters in the alphabe t . 
Give drill on the dia.cri ticv.l sym-
bols used by ~ebs ter ts Internation-
al Dictionary, a s this is the u-
thority used in most of the read-
ing and spelling books.Show them 
they ca.nnot always depend upon the 
exact definition given in the dic-
tionary. They must often trust to 
their own judement and to the son-
text . 
In assigning lessons in such 
cases , the teacher should give the 
meaningf helpins with the defini-
tions and th~ pronUn~i•tion of the 
words. Sometimes she might re!'.d 
portions of the story at the time 
of the ass ' gnment. Material suite 
to the intellectual cepacities of 
th e children should be chosen . Sel, 
ections of ~ abstrac t nature 
should be avoided. Silent reading 
d_rill might profitabl y precede the 
or l reading. Ask qu estions to 
t est the understandi ng . 
Inabilit y to grasp the mo8.rd;1e; 
of assign.ments . 
Inability t o use the dictionary 
i ntelligently . 
Inability to comprehend mescn-
ines . 
So."lle pupils who seemingly give 
good attention to the assignment of · 
t en prove in their recitations that 
they did not understand the explan-
ations and illustr ations c This is 
shov;n in pnorly prepared lessons . 
Take too long to find the \'lords"' 
Hazy interpretation of the meaningau 
Ignorance of diacritical marks. 
This is shoi'm in \vrong empha-
sis of wor ds . Pupils oft€:n are un-
able t o t ell ;vhat they cn·e re<:Lding 
about . 
• , .) 
Teachers s hould sp e~W., dj_s t :i~'lc t;.. 
ly J uain t;; ::::i.r<1ple 1r:tn::·lw.g: •. Di scuss peo.., 
plc r.nd pln.ceG l'epre8elr'·.ea· :in tl1e s -
l ectiJn. Sh ow piGtu::os c Aok querti,,ns 
t o f' ind out vvhot.he1· th(• &.sc ·' cmr.ent 1s 
thoroughly ubder s toode 
Be sur e pupils know t he order 
of the letters iu the al:;>hEbet ., Give 
cl:t~llf: on the· diacri t:i.ca). s;mbols 
u sed in l'i'eb .... ter 's International Die .. 
tionary , :;.,s t bis :is the sutho:d ty 
used in mo::::-1; of the readers and spel ... 
ling books . Shoi'l t hem they cannot al-
y;ays depend upon the ex.act definition 
g i ven in t h e dictionary . The~r must 
of ten t.rv~·~ to t heir own jud , t:n·c 
and to t he context in getting t he 
n1ee.ni ngs of hard words ., 
Jn assigning lessons in such 
ce.se s s the teacher sh,ould giYe the 
mean:i.ug , helping with t he rlefini.;. 
tions and the pronuncia tion .of t h e 
words . Sometimes she might re!.1.d por-
tions of the story e.t t he time of 
ti:-e assigr..rr,ent . Material su:it€'d to 
the intel ec·ttmJ. ce.pacities f the 
cl,ildlno:n should be chosen . Seloc-
.. d on::: of all abstrac-t nature sbould 
be a.voided . Si lent r eadi ng d:rHl 
migh t pr ofitably precede ·the oral 
readir.g . Ask ques tions to toot the 
tmder'"tanding • 
Inadeq1.~ate phonetic training t 
Narrow eye- span of :r·ecogni tion. 
Speech defects, caused by un-
even teeth t mal-formed jaws and 
palates. 
Inability to associc..te the 
printed word with the sound. Indef• 
il".i te pronunciation of vowel and 
conan~~ sounds . 
t I 
~ile it is generally conceded 
that in te•aching beginners, t.he drill 
in phonetics and the oral reading 
should not be c ombinedr one may give 
a few minutes at the beginning of a 
recitation in upper grade oral read-
ing to exercises in articuila.tion a.nd 
the pronunciation of'vowels P.nd c:on-
sonants . Abstract drills are useless ~ 
Pupils read one word at a time, Train pupils to look for entire 
pronouncing the vmrds '. in a jerky man- sentences and to break the habit of 
ner. reading disjointed words a11d phrases . 
Have them try to see how mru1y words 
they can take in at a glance. Prac-
tice in this can be given in silent 
reading reci ta:tions . Have pupils take 
in as wide e~ area as possible and 
then try to give what they have seen 
to the audience. 
Crude ar-'li:i.cula:tion ~ unusual flow When the teeth are ill-shaped, 
of saliva .• Slow rate of speed. Wh:is- making it diff icult to pronounce such 
tling and lisping. sounds as !it and !ill.• have the pupils 
practice with a mirror , noting t he po,.. 
sitions that get the best results and 
t hen memorise these positions by inten-
sive drills. Actually seeing the forma-
tion helps in this. Probably no two 
pupils in the class will have the or-
gans placed in exactly i he same posi-
tion. Each pupil must expcr:iment for 
himself· in order i;ha.t he may see where 
I 
rv 
~ 
I' 
Poor posture . 
Ignor~Lce of tone-direction 
and breath-control. 
Lack of confidence . 
Pupils are unable to take a 
breath quickly and control it 
properl y. 
'the tongue is placed and hov1 the teeth 
meet for the best s md ·of such letterd~ 
Teach pupils that good posture comes 
f rom within . It is the result of a de-
sire to make a good impression, backed 
by good health , self-rr~spect and an int-
P-rest in lifee Incidentally , give def-
inite directions regarding the line or 
the right position of the different parts 
of the body . In such cases as do not re-
spond to the motives suggested above, 
special exercises may be given. 
Flat~ toneless voices, inade- The establishment of the humming 
quate for the average cl~ssroom; tone , based upon such sounds as m., !l,t. 
bad phrasing) due to lack of breath ng and other sounds that easily take 
which results in making pauses on resonance; the development of breath· 
where there should be none . control, both of which ha.bits depend on 
good posture, and other exercises to 
fr ee the body from tension will help to 
correct faults in tone. Stammeru1g and 
stuttering are often cured by having 
the speaker relax when he starts to 
speak . Self-consciousness is one of 
HurriedJ confused mr.unbling of 
words , shrinking postur e and weak 
voices$ No expressi on . Dread of an 
audience . 
the chief ce.uses of such difficulties . 
Exercises for the organs of speech also 
help . 
Select material that children like 
that is not too hard. Let -them choose 
their o·v"m at times. Emphasize rela:' ion 
·to the audience. Use constructive cr:tti,.. 
cism when it is possible. Suggest things 
to do rather than mention faults. 
011DFR OF ''TE?f'. IN· 'f i!ACHr· G· RA .. R&.:lu :n ,,..: ' ... 'HE 
1V .LUTJ:OH O,ii' . · ·-nr:~? .5!0~~ 
Diucation emphas:Ues the point that successful oral reading fl" eupposei'J tlle 
mastery of certain fundamental. habits. including accurate- prcnlWJCia.ticm an4 
clear enunciation, as well as habits ot intelligent in:ter'j)reta.:ti , 'rh lol--
lowing a.tti tjldes > haoits a:nd sldll8- are list~: 
1. A dcitinite motive for :: read;r.n.g• 
z. A sy.Mpathetic regard tor the listener. 
3, -~ understanding ot, the, meening and purpose of the seleetion4 
4, A aens~ ot the iruporte..nce of the message. 
5, A clear presentation iht thought relationship. 
G. Adjustments to and the expression of che~ge in character and 
.mocd presented il1 the aubj ect matter . 
7. Voc~ adjustments to the mood of poetry , 
s. Appropriate gst1ll1u3e and facial expression subordinated to t lie 
't};.buS}1t of lt& author. 
~. C~tr61led botlily movtnents and breatm.ng. 
1 .. ~~~:~ · ·h@ · hol·~ reading situation elearly~·J.n Jdnd e.n4 makiDz 
~-oo~rs:ary :atlju~·im~~e ho-m time t'G t:Elme. 
:tl, IG~'ti'tle-N · ,e :2. ronlii ' lB o1iiilil :abili. -ty. 
:eft 1tk0 '?vea,c;JI-:&r :i;s · :~-a:ri.r:qg it:c> !ll"::0-$5llit 'thfJ ~tz -t~f w~, ts..b§ ~ • • ~~ 
I n c~;.meid6r·ing the essent ial attitudes • habits and skillB that are in-
volved~ she should detendne whic h of these have beeH ttc•rc·~.<ghly rr.af:'t..r£l ~ 
and ~h!ch on~e need Epechl dril_ with individual pupils . I ndividual uiffe ·-
elCbB rr~2t te conside.ed , . egarding different levels of advancementw I a~ -
.;_.(1,_;,· " '" Sl• '""'"-G>"- 4" <=> (lr,€ c)·ou1d "~~·-,, 1~··,,.-, d"i -~"f) r:•· 1 f 
.1- ,;..;_ ,_ f /'All!QI.IU:U j .. & .; fJ 1 - e.,J...:V ... .t'-... ~ t,; -..;!. -.c-••,..o,_,t....,. ... aatter to -he ·if ted on~s 
and easier wm' k fer the sloy· ones. o 
The idea"' here merrtioned c ci.ncide vi th ihe '1Ev olutivn Gf Z.xpreR"'ion " •l&r. 
, • tf,ac .h:i.ng reading; used at Er•erson Coll ege of Oratory. In lE~e.ndn·. to re~.ci, 
Dr. ..tersun reccgrdz&d. the need of tak:'ing c:n~;; r.t.ep at a time . He ma e a E;tu y 
of the e..r-t of sculpt:; rir..g and used it as a model i n f orming hi~- out lir~&s for 
t1it1 development of the art of e.xpressio J , di:..-itiing the grow-th into .fou J:t:r--
i us. T!oe li~enny select i on r erresents a ste.tue t .at is t be carved. s 
; nt en;stir.:g to note that any statue under the hands of t he arti st g oes thro••gh 
the sc.me stl'>.ges of devolopm.;,nt that are r·eprer.ented in the ev~. ution vf the 
art of scuJ. p uring from its begir..ning .. 
£: the vork in expression at Ernerson College is s till based upon tte 
ea.::··l,; r-hilosophy of Dr. Ellier·son~ shal . give br!efly the resu ts o! his 
study .. 
He rtoted fir st the statuary of t.he Egyptians. The coloesa1 figures 
represented ife in a very crude manner , yet the purpose of the sc ·lpt va~ 
evide:nt in each case . As the art progressed , the f orm WEtS im_::,roved !,', _d the 
s i~e was reciuced ~ 
Next c.esne the As syr ian period of e.rt , where the sculptor s bep·~n to dee._ 
:ith detail. Tte dif ferent parts of the sta ,ues were e ·agE,erated , lurlicr:t..~.:-1~, 
J t the vr0rk sh owed an im,r:-roven;ent over t_,e ve,gut.ness of outlin · n tr.-s ea ·li= . 
. x· ttrL Features were distinctly rr.ad;eci, but the' bore l · tt l~ relaticn i r:, 6i:.;~ 
all~ ?a _ony o ~he rest of t' e figura . 
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The Greeks went on from t hi s period , s ubordinating and harmonizing the 
diff erent parts, making them serve the purpose of beautifying and defini ng 
t he whole. From t he "melodramat ic" style of t he Assyrian period, there grew 
a realistic and rational one. The feelings came to be controlled by t he intel-
lect and t he statues were made to represent real life. 
From this realistic period, the growth in the art of sculpturing went on 
to the suggestivem whi ch represents the highest poibt in Greek art. The 10rk o 
of Phidias and his contemporari es represented not only thought and emotion , 
but spirit, and one figure told a whole story. 
In the development of the art of reading, we may divide our work in the 
same way. B~cause the lines of demarkation between the periods are not sharp-
ly drawn, it is difficult to s.ee where one step ends and another begi ns. The 
growth of art is as gradual as t ha t of a human being or a plant; j ust se in one's 
reading, certain changes come in orderly fashion with no conscious effort on 
hi s part. However, certain conditions are characteristic of each period, and 
the study of expression has been divided into four parts of four steps each. 
The steps of the first part compare with those of the colossal period of 
t 
art,- that of the Egyptians. We consider the literary selection as a whole. 
The steps are Animation, Smoothmess, Volume and Forming the Elements. 
The four steps of the second part, comparable with those of the Assyrian 
per iod, the melodramatic stage, deal with detail. We study the different parts 
of a selection to s ee which ones need emphasis. The steps are Slide, Vital 
s~ , Slide iE,_Volume and Forming Pictures. It is called the melodramat ic 
period because the points are exaggerated. 
The third group of steps as in the realistic period of Greek art, deal 
wi t h the Relationship of ~ Parts to ~ Whole.The steps in this part are 
LiterarY: Analp;si s, Vitalized Pictures, Taste and Ratio o!._Va.l.ues.This takes 
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into consideration the ~ of the parts in making clear the purpose of the 
whole • 
The fourth group of steps, Ellipse, Magnanimity of Atmosnhere, The Creat:l,ve 
and Obedience, deal with the Jtelationship :6f the ~rts !2, ~ Other. It is 
,. 
the suggestive stage of art, represented by the highest type of Greek art. 
In worki ng with the selection as a whole, one should pay little attention to 
deutails in the way of emphasis, pitch, rate or bodily movements. This is 
the time :for the reader to get into t he spirit of the author; to :forget 
and let go of himself. He should get into the ~irit of the selection, regardless 
of anything else. excepting the desire to tell the story to someone else. It 
a is better at this stage to ~ve too much feeling than too little. In the early 
stages of building anything, 6ne must block out his material on very broad lines . 
The polishing may come later on. 
In working with the parts, the matter of detail is carried to extremes, 
and little attempt is made t o relate any of the parts to the whole selection. The 
.air!. ob j ec t is to get the pupils to notice t he important points, especially 
when a contrast in involved. This develops the ability to emp~asize the right 
words in the sentence. 
Gradually one works into the t hird group of steps ; where the service of 
the parts is recognized,and the exaggerated emphasis ceeses. The pupil is able 
to turn his attent i on from the close analysis of meanings to t he purpose of 
the whole once more, and the parts which stood out so praninently are ms de to 
express t his central purpose of the author. This change is characterized by·:.less 
inflection , although t he points still stand out sufficiently to make the mean-
ing clear. Usually, there is a marked improvement i n t he phrasing at this time. 
The last group of steps is supposed to be for advanced pupils, but we of-
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ten f ind pupils in t he l ower grades with natural ability enough to develop 
the power to do this . 
~· 
THE FIRST GROUP OF . STEPS: THE WHOLE~ 
Ever-y selection has its purpose or mood. "The Duel" by Fiel4 was written 
dm a mood of mock tragedy; "Little Boy Blue" expresses sad and tender reminis-
cence; ".America for Me" by Van Dyke rings with patriotic j oy over the prospect 
of returning to the homeland; Kipling's "Recessional" indi aat ee a mood of deep 
concern and supplic•tion. A foreigner, not understanding a word of the text , 
should be able to jusge the nature of the selection through the atmosphere 
which the reader is radiating. In such a case , the tone and manner would have 
t o reveal what the words could not. The 'first step i n working out a selection 
i s to establish this mood. 
I. Animation: 
t The first shade of the author s mood is called Animation. Three conditions 
are necessa~o bring it into one's reading:-an understanding of the author's 
centrcl purpose or mood, the sympathy and feeling which it awakens in t he 
r eade:•' s heart and the desire to share the pleasure in the ~election with an 
":' 
audi ence . 
' These conditlbons depend upon the reader s ability to concentrate his at -~ 
tention upon the subject to be read &~& to torget and let go of himself, end 
also upon his wish to share the good things in the reading with others . The 
teacher may help by suggestions that will. get the child into the atmosphere of 
the selection and awaken his interest . Thought and emotion may be stimulated by 
questions and comments. If the pupil. is reading in a mechanical tone some se~ c-
tion which represents life and excitement, such as " Lochinvar " or the sto-
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ry of a f ire or a race, she might ask the pupil to re.ad it as if t he aut hor 
were sleepy or at perfect peace with t he world. She might show him how it would 
sound if read tha t way. mhen she might call his attention to t he real mood of 
the author and ask him to try to show that. If he is reading ".America f or Me" 
in a listless way, she might ask him if' Van Dyke were sorry to go home and sug-
gest th at he read it as if that were the case. These experiments are so amu sing 
that pupils catch the idea and swing into the mood suggested by the selection. 
For this step one should choose material that i s full of life and inter-est . 
The pupil is more apt to let go if there is a great deal of dash and spirit i n 
the selection than he would in reading a quiet commonplace l ine of thought . 
Bodily movements, such as walking toward the class as one begins to speak, c lap-
ping the hando , waving the ams or turning around will help to feee a person 
f rom 't!Ylston when he begins to read. Cl ever teachers will think of other thirgs 
to g et ch ild en away from their a rtificial manner of reading all the selec-
t ion s i n the same tone of voice. 
II. Smoothness : 
The second step, Smoothness, shows a growing power in the matter of con-
centration . It is developed by familiarity with the selection and the increasing 
i nterest in the audience. The reader is enabled to hold the mood throughout , not 
allowing it to drop, as one is apt to do when the attention wavers; he rea:! s 
hi s message smoothly, :and the purpose of the author shines through t he r eadiug 
i n a steady stream of light, rather than in spasmodic gleams. This continuity 
o"f thought and purpose results in Smootnesa , which must not be mistaken to mean 
monotonous r er,ding or simply the ability to read wi tbout making mistakes. One 
may make as many inflections as the eA~ression of the meaniftl requires , so 
long as the purpose of the author , the central mood pervade s the whol e rem i ng. 
Many people thi nk tha t be cause a certain stanza or paragraph in a story 
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of a tragedy refers to bright, happy things that the voice ought to change 
from the generally serious tone to one which would express the lighter vein. 
Recemtly, I her~d a person read Browning's poem, "The Patriot" in this way. 
The first two stanzas, referring to the happy time, just a year before, when the m 
man had entered the city in triumph, were read with the l).oyous flourish ap-
propruate to the description of a carnival. Then the following stanzas, dealing wi 
with his coming execution, were read in a tragic tone, and this the reader 
kept to the end of the poem. It is not reasonable to suppose that a man on 
hos way to be hung, and under such circumstances, wo1ud use a light happy tone, 
even when mentioning the gladness and beauty of the former tome . "Little Boy 
Bluett is another poem where there is a reference to sometlling happy in the 
midst of sad reminiscence. While t here are always places in a selection where 
the general mood is not so pronounced as in others, there is always a shade 
of it in every l ine . This consistency is what is meant by Smoothness . "The Brook" 
by Tennyson is a good selection to use in working out this step, as it s~gests 
cont j_nui ty of movement throughout . 
There is need of this continuity of thought and mood at the end of senten-
ces. One is apt to be so much interested in whnt he is to say next that the end 
word or words drop like dead leaves with no thought or feeling in them. By hold-
ing the mood until the last syllable has been uttered , this condition is reme-
c'liedw In such a line as" I go on forever" from "The Brook", one can keep 
the continuity by imagining that he sees the brook still going on after he 
has stopped speaking. The tdme will show the :retention of the thought and ~eel­
ing . 
III. Volume: 
The growing power of concentration and the increasing interest in the 
select! on and the audience, enables one to let go more ann more: &nd t!'ce di .spo-
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sition is to enlarge the thought and feeling. As the mental and emotional ap~ 
·, . 
preciation increases, the voice takes on a quality which reports this. There .is 
a depth of tone which suggests that the reader senses the value of what he is 
reading. His vmic e -~hows · that he feels the qualities of size, grandeur, dis-
tance and importance as they are related t u things mentioned in the text. 
V o~ume , therefore, means quality of tone, rather than quantity or loud-
mess. In order that the voice may be expressive, one should fill himself with 
the feeling suggested by the story. He should think four times as much as he 
says. If I am reading Bunner's poem, "One-Two- Three", I recall , Dicken's char-
·oliu. -l. 
acter, Tiny Tim and some 1i ttle children I saw in the hospital .' where I 
,. , '>'L-
read a program of ChristmaS' stories.I also let my tender reverence for old peo-
ple to enter into this reading.A very interesting article written by Richard 
Bolislavsky of the Russian Little Theatr e in New York and published in the Ju-
ly numver of the Theatre Arts Monthl y, bears upon this very point. The arti-
cle is entitled •• A Second Lesson in Play-Acting''• (July, 1929.) 
Children have not had as wide experiences as adults, but they can always 
mention parallel cases to enrich the thought and feeling suggested by the text. 
I . have worked during the past year with about two hundred children, who were 
very much interested in the Bunner poem 1and they had all seen little cripples 
or other unfortunates for whom they were sorry. Their tones took on the qual-
ity of real sympathy as they read. 
Thus one may conjure up past experiences to help in creating an atmosphere 
for any selection he has to read. One does not need to have couunitted a murder 
in order to feel guilt, when he has to express such a feeling. Everyone has 
done something sometime in his life which he wished to conceal, and he has only 
to recall such an experience when he is reading in order to get the proper re-
action. His voice will reveal the feel~ng if it is definite enough. 
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If the pupil is not sensing the grandeur in Byron 's ''Apostrpphe to the 
Ovean ," the t eacher might ask him to try to picture i n his mind the great 
volume of water from pole t o pmle; from America to Europe. fi ve miles deep . 
She might show hil;j pictures of the ocean in a storm. Recall th~ stor y 
of t he s hip-wrecllt from "David Copperfield." Compare the gre f:l t exp ,&e with 
a puddle in front of the house. One often finds it hard to express such 
words as God and Eternity. It is impossible to make one~s voice big enough 
to expres s such words satisfactorily, but the appreciation of one's i nability 
brings an awe ana humility into the tone which indicates his attitude of mind 
and suggest s far more than shouting or roaring could do. 
This is the reason it is impossible to try to imitate anyone else in 
re ading. Good expression comes from within. The l ight whfeh shines through our 
bulbs has its source in the electrical apparatus ; it is not caused by paint~­
ing the bulb white or :c·ed . 
There i s a problem .connected with the question of imitat ion . As a f ac-
tor i n the general process of learning, imitation is indispensable ; and as an 
example ana_ inspiration, good reading on the part of the teacher is one 
of the great e st helps available . For this reason she should read to the ch il-
dren as much as possible. In many cases the children dread to l et go , 811d i n 
order to get the right interpr etation of tbe select ion, the teacher may be jus-
tified in reading a part of even the whole selection by way of encouragement . 
Many pupils will want t o try their wings after heari ng it read by the t eec her 
if she is a good reader. 
However, if we are t o train pupils long the line of independent t hinking , 
it i s better, if possible, to get the'r responses by means of questions and 
suggestions, by i llustrations or readings from s elect ions similar t o t he one 
in use by the class, rat her than by actually r eading their own lesson. 
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Probably, no two peopl e would read a selection in the same way, and. yet 
there might be the same general interpretation. We wish to encourage t hi s in-
dividual. expression , but if the teacher imposes her own inflections and tones 
upon the pupils, they lose their spontaneity in thei r efforts to copy her , and 
the readi~g becomes shallow and artifidial. Oftentimes, the pupils unconsciously 
give the same interpretation as th1:1. t of the teacher, yet when they are questioned. 
they prove that they know nothing of what they have read. Such a situation could 
not arise , if they were required to figure out the meaning hy the:rjl.selves . I f their 
personal reactions lead them to use the same expression as that of the teacher, 
it is well . I have alread~ said it is possible for her t o creare an atmosphere 
into which they may enter. In this way, they have no chance to imitate, and 
yet they have been _given a lead in the right direction . 
IT.. Forming the_Elements: 
One might assume th co,t t he appreciation of the value of a selecti on and 
the earnest desire to give it to someone else would enable a reader to make 
ill.imself heard . I t is true that the effort occasioned by such a desire does 
make a speaker more careful, but few people are free from defects in speech 
and voice , and these faults must be corrected. Exerciese for breath-control, 
tone-direct ion and the forming of the elements of speech must be drilled up-
on . zt is a waste of time., however, to have drills of they are not motivated 
by the sympathy and interest involved in something one really wishes to say 
to an audience , consisting of one per son or rr.ore . 
It al~rests upon a system so complex it is impossible t o get a perspec-
t ive on it at one glance. The p~nunciation of sounds depends upon the varying 
quanti ties of breath poured over the voe.al ccrds j ishe shape and siz:e of the Y·es -
_onance chambers and t he posit'o and size of the muscles and organs invol ve 
in the act of breathing. Some of these :factors are natural react ions to thought 
and feeling , :md the drills should be based on these r eactions , which result 
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from an appreciation o~ some sentiment expressed in the literat~re at hand 
or by the speaker hims elf, coupled with the desire to share it. Clearness of 
~results !rom the combination of the drills and the wish to be heard. 
The logical thing to do in working out this step would be to let the 
children choose selection which they particularly like in order that t h ere may 
be a real effort to~get the story over"to the rest of the class. 
B. 
SECOND GROUP OF STEPS: THE PARTS-
After the pupil has developed a power of concentration necessary to en-· 
able him to express adequately the general mood or feeling of the selection, 
he is faced with the necessity of making clear the meaning of those parts, 
represented by the nouns, verbs,adjectives, adverbs or phrases which make 
up the points in a selection. One is apt to be so carried away by the mood or 
character of the whole that he fails to note the significance of the subor-
dinate parts. 
Whether the matter to be expressed is in the form of a debate, an exam-
ple in arithmetic or something beautiful in the way of an ode or a scenic des-
cription, the speaker, in order to enforce it, must digest it mentally and 
present it in such a manner to the listeners that they may weigh its truth 
and value. 
If the reader is in symapthy with the author, he will wish to make the ar-
gument effective. To do t his he must analyze the sentence in order that he may 
get the exact meaning; this will result in the correct emphasis of words. It 
is useless to teach pupils to do this by merely dir~cting in a mechanical way 
that such and such words are to be made prominent and others are not. If the 
t hought of the pupil is not stimulated in some way, these directions will do 
nothing in the way of training him to make the right inflections in the next 
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selection he reads e 
The term part may refer to a portion of a story or poem, which deals 
with some particular phase of the subject, or it may mean a point in a sentence , 
expressed in a single word or phrase. 
I . Slide : 
One cannot express a differentiat ion between two contrasted parts or 
make prominent any part in a selection 1mtil he has analyzed and noted the 
meaning of these parts. Each indivi dual part orm ber carrie s a certain 
weight, and each must pass before the cdllsciousness of the reader ii' he is t o 
present it ceearly. One must learn to recognize objects or act i ons as they 
come in his way and still not let them hinder his general progress. Vlhen one 
recognizes the importance of a point and wishes to make it seem important to 
someone else, something comes into hi s voice which marks the individuality of 
it. The risir.g and falling of t he voice in indicating s1il.eh a recognition is 
called Slide. The more t horough the comprehension and appreciation of the me.o"Q..;;. 
ing, the greBter will be the length of the slide . A wide range of tone us nee-
essary to make these slides , and exercises to devel op range sho;ud be gi rcn 
,mtL. tlle pupils can pass fran a high pitch to a low one and vice versa, 
without resorting v o the sharp, ~queuky tone so often heard in such instances . 
In developing this step, it is nece ssary to have se lections .rL c:c ~_: t~c8 
intell ectual.' element dominates over the emot ional. Themes of an expository 
nature or those affording, the opportunity to express sharp contrast s are 
good . 
"0, East is East, and West is West." 
"Not t hat I loved Caesar les s, but t hat I loved Rome more ." 
" I come t o bury Caesar, not to praise him. " 
" Not only •rou.'lld our infl:!Ilcy doth Heaven with all its splendors lie , 
Daily with soul§ tha t cringe and plot, we Si nais cl imb and know it not. 
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II . Vi t al Slide: 
'lRhis careful. analysis has a tendency to make the tone mechanical, 1tor all 
t he attention is given tog etting an in:jressi~, rather than to expressing any-
thing, but as soon as the reader becomes familiar with the meaning and begins 
to consider the audience again, the desire t o give this meaning to them 
will bring the animatiqn· .. and vitality back into the tone, ::: nd the resuJ. t will 
be Vital Slide. It may be necessary to remind the reader at times of h i s ob-
ligation in order that his dual activity may be stimulated. One should choose 
selections that have human interest • combined with sharp contrasts. "One- Two-
Three': by Bunner , "How Did You Die" by Ccboke, "The Revenge" by Tennyson and 
"America First" by Me . Carthy are good . The children l ike them and naturally 
l i ke to share their pleasure in t hem with the audience as soon as they have 
got the meaning . This is a step from impression to Bx;pression . 
III. Slide in Vol1.n11e 
This st~p follows as soon as the reader learns to feel the intrinsic 
value of each part . Such an appreciation is revealed in t he voice , if he al-
so wishes to mru(e the audience appreciate it . I t is a change in the quality of 
the tone, rather than in the range and is marked by a breadth and freedom, gov-
erned by the nature of the instrinsic val ue of each part . An illustration i~ 
furni shed in the following : 
" It is not the fact that you are dead that counts , 
But onl y how did you die! '' 
In reading these lines, one does not minimize the seriousness of dying , 
but coupled with t he appreciation of that point is the wish to impress the 
audience that "dying game" is more important. The effect comes through a 
quality or volume in the tone , the result of serious consideration of the mat-
ter , rather than merely through the rising and falling of the voice to mark 
the contrasts . · one chooses selections t hat have ma:rked contrasts., 
• 
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coupled with strong emotri:onal parts in order that there may be a crllmbil:!ation 
thought and feeling in the expression. 
IV. Forming Pictures: 
After the reader has become accustomed to sensing true value in detail 
and vividness in shapes and colors, the mental activity is s l- imula ted by the 
imagination or followed by muscular reactions. Pictures of objects, people 
and actions come plainly before the reader's vision , and one is able to make 
the audience see them , too, if his t one is responsive to the activity of his 
mind. 
In silen.t reading such pictures are not necessary for the comprehension 
of thought, though they add to the enjoyment when one is reading vivid des-
criptive matter. Some people are more visually minded than others and pic-
ture very clearly the events narrated in the text. Others see only . the words • 
., E. B. Huey says, "The amount of imagery suggested( in a certain exper-
irnent) was several times as great with some readers as with others." He says 
the verbal associates vary with different people; that the part played by im-
agery in reading is far greater in the reading of children than in adults. 
:1 Fowler D. Brooks has this to say: 11 Do all readers have images as they 
read~ Psychologists used to believe that much imagery accompanied one's read-
ing. In poetry and descriptive pr:ose, the reader may have extensive imagery, 
especially when he tries to observe the images. We apprehend the meanings, not 
through the images roused, but directly from the reactions made in perceiving 
t he words from their inner utterance. We usually have nothing!, which if pro-
perly described can accurately be called linages. We probably have slight ten-
dencies to muscular reactions, but they become greatly shoEt9ned, being mostly 
feelings of meanings.'' 
ij(-( E. B. Huey: "The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading 1 "Chapter VIII. l 909; 
'4. Fowler D. Brooks: "The Applied Psychology of Reading, ''pp .. 76-77 , 1926.) 
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* J. A. O'Brien says . "Instead of viewing the mind as a mere storehouse 
of memory images, modern psychol ogy sees ~t as a dyn&~ic, organized person-
ality , reacting to the stimuli of the external world. The essential element in 
the interpretation of a word is, therefore , the phase of ~1e individual's ex-
:peri6r.c.:. cor.r.ectnr:!. t :i2.ereTJith, or his associ f.:ted reactions ••• •••• • The reac-
tions to the st imuli of the external worl4 in t he form of objects end elients 
ar e carried over to the words th~nse~ves, so that the perceptions of the 
words i mmediately arouse the corresponding reactions, Most persons . experience 
a yecoil t'rom a snake , This s.ame _type of r eaction be~~e$ a."ssQQi ~ted with the 
word snake, without the intercessory agency of the visual irnage , The state-
ment is further corroborated by use of fiigures of speech, which are means of 
carrying over attitude s :t-hther than pictorial images," 
~ 
Following are quotat ions from tWo books by c. H. Judd:"\~en I see food, I 
tt 
do not merely receive in the mind an impression or call up m~ory images . I am 
roused to a form of vivid desire and of vigorous reaction , My experience corres~ 
ponds to the tendencies toward reaction which are roused i n my more than the im 3~ 
I have in mind, Indeed , I may not l ook at the food to see it in . detail . I may be 
vague about what : t is that appeals to my hunger, yet I have a vivid conscious-
ness of desire, corresponding to the fact t~, t I eagerly reach for food , Thus 
with many of our expreiences, especie.lty with those that have to do with ou·r 
most urgent needs , there is little emphasis on our reactions, " 
Modern psychology has coire to the conclusion that a very lwge ele-
ment in the interpretation of a word is not the image , but ••• certein tendencies 
toward reaction. In order to emphasize this statement , we may appeal to cer-
tein simple casesv If one thinks of such a word as • up•, one real izes 
* ( J .A. 0 'Brien : "Reading : Its Psychology and Pedagogy ," p . 41 ; 1926; 
;sc . H. Judd : "Rending : Its Nature and Development, " 1918 ; ttpsychol ogy of · 
Secondary ~ducation, M ppQ189-190, 1927.) 
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at once -Ghc,_t there is tendency for the wholle orge.nism to turn upeard . There 
i s a contraction of the musc l es of the eyes ~md even of the trunk in an up-
\'.'e.rd direction. The more vivi dly the word eAperienced , the more emphatic 
is the muscular response . 
In cases whi ch are less co:ncrete than the.t just descri bed , the rea ction 
is Of f3~ ID0:'"'8 SUbtle Character. When one USeS the WOrd 11hate" 1 for example ,. 
thereiz a muscular c ontte.c:tion somewhere in the interior of the crg~:mism . 
- ' ' 
That i t is a characteristic contre.ction wi ll perhaps be most strikingl~· rail ... 
ized when one contrasts the reaction to the word "hate" with th'e musculu-
contrac-t,ion of a wholle:/ different sort ·whi ch follows t he usc of tl:.e wor 
"admire." 
1'- Me. Dougal does not believe tha.t images are necesnarily onm.c t d vii "t_! 
r:.€anin_;;s .. He states the v c.;.rying beliefs regarding this point: 11 0ne "'n t · bt::: ... 
. ' ._ic~res that meani ng is a fact of experience not to be identifi EJ . -~;ith ce :s-
I 
ory or imaginal qualities a11dis the all-important f r1ct o! t -1' e:x.preie.nce. A 
second party identifies n;etmings with t ,e semEations andimages at t he fccu 
of consciousn.ess . A tr...ird , e.dmitting the all- i.11iporteJ1Ce of meaning , i dentifies 
it with a mE:. s of vague ) mal ginal sensations , las.gely motor and kinaesthetic . 
A fourth a~rees v.: i t:h -~he f::.rst party th,•t it is not to be identifies •vith se __ 
:1. s C' 
o Uo Colvin says: " It seems probable that the writers \R:ho have r:1e.in-
t.a.ined·'.htlt our higher thought proc 6s ses are divorce l from all imaginal 1 6m nts 
and hlis in the last analysis cut away from their sensory basis, h<we ignored 
to a large extent motor imagery , and r;articularly tha t type of rr:otor :Uuagery 
vhich has been terr.:ted in t.r..is discussion mimetic symbolism, If it is t ·ue tLat 
e. ccnsiderable oa t of our t!>..imaki ng is carried on i n this motor background, 
( V/illi8lll .~c .Dougal : "Outline of Pnycl::.ology ," p . 2 2 , 1 923 ; 
s. s. Colvin• 11 The Learning P!'ocess ," P • 112, __ S09 . ) 
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tr.s importa...nc of t his type of irf.ager y in ~ the~lea.rning proc s s bee mes apparent!' 
G. H. Betts discusses the various kinds of imagery: visual , e.uditory 1 
cut.~:m.eous, kinaesthetic, ;;ustatory , olfactory a.nd or~anic i _ col1..nec .J.. i on 
,_,.,s_ th l:is e;·perimen-tEJ e:t Teachers Golloge, Columbia University . He says : 
11 Fe1v,i any , are le.cking in the power of voluntary imagery . A large ma jority 
of people have this power i:rl a rather high degree. IndiYidual diff o ence :=; 
a re f ound chiefly in ·the degree of clea.rnoss and vididness of the images . 
Juu ~ how gre:::-,t these images are cannot, of course, be ol>j actively 
since t he only standard is a wholly subjective one , ecnd probo.bly . o two .Pe -
sonqes timate the dii'i' erent degrees on. jt;.st the same scale. " 
The result of his experiment •villth a senior class at Cornell College 
v;ould indicate that adt.tl ts vary a s to the enj o~rmen-~ t!'l.ey ex1.erience fr ,m 
images in reading literature. A questionnaire was gi ven to t he stud nts, ~-Yld 
t ;-l ey were asked to stat fra11.kly what pleased them most in reading t he 
selections . Na:.:'l.'J of the students reported that they got pleasure from t .e 
thoughts , the mea~ines , the ~entL~ents , the langttage and the rhjthm 1 re-
gardless of t he images , which in some cases were very vivid . 
His investigations sho:ed that children have more vivid images ·.han 
adults , and that these images can be brought into use i..n learning. 
In the face cf th · se theories, one is in the position of the centi ... 
pede which became so mixed in h.is locomotion when he was asked which leg 
he put forriard first in walking .. It matters ~ ,not w~16-t ~:.:3:r· ·v~.'-= cu:L x· 
in one 's t one is changed by images or by reaction tendenc if:}s, if his vcice 
is expressive in reporting what the au·thor intended - if he comprehends and 
eer1ses the beauty in literature and can pass it on to someone else. I am o .. e 
( G. H. Bett s : 11 'l'he Distribution ru1d F'lmctions of Mental Imager::,• j 11 
1909 . ) 
of -~he re<:Lders who see pictures~ I also experience muscular reactions , but I 
do not stop when I run reading to analyze the situation enough to be able to 
way where one leaves off and another begins. I beliwve it depends upon the 
natur e of the selection, whether one ses a viYid picture or whether he exper-
iences only a muscular re!:w -~ion. I know that botil have an effect upon my 
reading .. When I read rapidly, I get tlle meaning wi-thout stopping to form pic .. 
ture . One may "skim" orally as well as silently, jt.1st to get the gist of the 
mat-~ er , 'Ni thout imaging anything or experiencing any muscular reaction, but 
t~e process brings nothing in the way of enjoyment. If f wish to get t he value 
of the '-Wi ting, I sense and picture ·t;he events; and in preparing material for 
recital work, my mind becomes a regular moving-picture screen. When ± read, 
the audience alae sees these pictures. I may say , 11 0, but he was a tight-fisted 
hand at the grind-stone , was ~crooge; a squeezL~g , wrenching , scraping , 
grasping , clu-tching, covetous sinner ." As mere words, they convey the meaning , 
provided that I give the pli"'per emphasis, and the audience understands it. 
But if I h3.ve a mental image of each ac·tion represented by the descriptive 
adjecti-ves as well as of the word sinner, there is a change of color in the 
tone, and the physical reaction is such as to make the audience laugh. ~ey ev-
idently see what I do • . In ram ing plays , I never use any stage setting , but 
\ 
stru1d before the audience without aesk .or book. As the reading progresses, I 
indicate the location of people and obj acts by means of gest ures or inflec-
tions. People often tell me after the reading that they were able to visual-
ize the whole stage with the peopie and furnishings so vividly it seemed 
as i! they were actually se~ing it all. 
Ther~ are doubtless people whom it would be difficult to train to see 
pictures, but ± have found none among gr ade children, college students or 
other individuals witil whom I have worked , that ~auld not devalop the power 
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to some extent. 
Whereas the steps in the first group develop clearness ££Lorm, those of 
the second group develop clearness of thought. 
c. 
THE THIRD GROUP OF STEPS: THE REL~TIONSHIP OF THE PARTS TO THE WHOLE-
Every part of the selection lends service to the whole and i s of value 
only in the ratio ~f its adaptability for service in making the purpose more 
clear. The reader through his tone and manner should keep constantly before 
the listener the purpose of the whole~nd _ the - tela.tionship of each important 
part to the whole argument. To do this, the reader will need to note such a 
purpose and rela tionship in studying the selection. 
I. Literary Analysis: 
This consists of ordianry sentence analysis to find the construction of 
t he various parts of speech presented in the selection. One might also spea k of 
it as getting a perspective on the various parts or points. 
The pictures one's i magination forms are no longer interesting as sepa-
r ate pictures, but only as they fit into the scene called to mind by t he whole 
selection. One no longer sees a group of detached pictures, but a panorama. It 
is as if one were looking at a distant view, and were aware of certain objects 
along the way; o~ as if one were looking down a long vista, seeing the objects 
grouped in one large picture. The reader must no longer reveal separate pictures, 
but must learn to reflect the meaning of each part in making the whole attrac-
tive. One teacher expresses it thus: " You must have a bowing ac-quaintance with 
every part in the selection, but do not stop to visit with them on the way to 
the fixed goal. " 
In looking at a picture on the wall,one is probably affected by the meaning 
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of the whole; a second glance reveals the individual parts, and t hen as he 
studies it more closely he is interested to see the effect the separ a te parts 
have in making the whole impressive. In other words , he get s a perspective on 
the whole and at the same time is conscfous of the parts that make it up. 
In preparing a selection to rea d, one's mind goes through about the 
same steps. A first reading of "Lochinvar" would reveal tha t the story is about 
border chivalry and romance. TI1is decides t he mood or p~rpose and the tone 
tha t will be used. The f act that t h er e is a race in it determines to a great 
extent the rate of speed. 
The important }Joints, such as his being alone, the cowardice and lack of 
chivalry in the bridegroom, the unfriendliness of the f a ther and t he cleverness 
of the hero are all empha sized at first thought, as though . they stood out alone 
But as one becomes amiliar with the gener al run of the lines and the exaggerated 
...,: 1 • 
praise of the author for his hero, we see how all these parts make him stand 
out. The more dangers one can recount, the more will be the wonder tha t he ·~was 
a ble to overcome them. The more abject the bridegroom, the greater will be the 
co ntrast between the two lovers. The parts are not interesting in themselves, 
but only as they help to prove Scott's argument that this young man was un-
usual and praiseworthy. If this relationship betwe en the parts and the whole 
is felt by the reader, the effect will be noted in his voice. Sometimes a 
part that is important in one selection would be of little value in bringing 
out the purpose in another. 
A. person can look down through the lines of a stanza or paragraph mentally 
and get such a perspective as one d , e.s in looking at a picture. H13 is constant-
ly asking what is the use of the parts. 
II . Uitalized Pictures: 
Owing to the· f"l:ict that the mind is busily engaged in arranging the pa rts 
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in perspective, the reading is apt to become slightly mechanical, but with the 
gradual turning of the attention toward the audienve to share the new interests 
with them, the enthusiasm and life come back into the voice and we have Vital-
ized Pictures. Such pictures compare with the lifeless ones as moving-pictures 
do with photographs. The mov~ng-pictures represent life in action; the photo-
graphs are only pictures of life. 
III. Taste: 
Taste is the criterion of all art and should be governed by nee essi ty. One 
realizes the truth of this when he is looking at a good picture. The parts are 
so arranged and. so colored that there is no doubt as to which ones are impor-
tant. 
The same necessity or taGte which governs the sculptor or painter should 
guide the reader. Many points which are nee essarily exaggerated when one is _· 
learning a selection will gradually drop into the background as he sees that 
others are more important in making the whole eff ective. He l earns to subordinate 
t hose parts that harrow the feelings or clutter up the scene so as to obscure 
the meaning of the whole. 
This is illustrated in the first stanza of Wordsworth's 11 The Daffodils~"' 
II 
..................................... 
When all at once I saw a crowd-
A host of golden daffodils, 
Beside the lake , beneath the trees, 
Fluttering a.nd dancing in the breeze." 
The tendency is to emphasize with equal force the words, crowd, host, 
daffodils, lake, trees and breeze. The author evidently wishes to impress us 
with the daffodils and if that point is to stand out prominently, the other 
words must be passed over with minor emphasis. This does not mean that they 
would be pronounced tonelessly,, but they drop into. their proper place as· one 
gets the right perspective on the whole poem. Such a perspective is revealed in 
L\t\f' f'.,\\'1 
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the quality of the tan~,rather than by stress or ' inflection. 
IV. Ratio £.!..Values: 
The change between the .ti:ird and fourth steps is so gradual it is hard 
to say where one leaves off and the other begins. The fourth may be considered 
as involving the oral expression of the mental estimate made in the third. 
One learns to compare the values of the parts and then in the oral ex-
pression to emphas i ze these values in such a way that the audience can es-
timate by means of the quality of the tone how the reader rates them. In ex-
pressing this ratio of values, one must remember that only the important parts 
are to receive strong empahasis, and that theamount of emphasis on any one 
will depend upon the reader's judgement as to how necessary it is in making 
t~ e whole clear. 
The result of this mental and ~ocal activity is good phrasing. 
D. 
THE FOURTH GROUP OF STEPS: THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTS TO EACH OTHER-
I have already stated that this group of steps is usually worked out 
with advanced classes, but there are always children with natura l ability 
who will go beyond the -realistic stage represented in the steps just dis-
cussed. 
With the growing perception of comparative values, the stuqent lear.ns 
that the message he is to give lies not in one statement or another, but 
in the subtle Relationship £.!..the Parts j;_£_ Eacl!_ Other, in the effect pro-
duced by the combination of the parts, the revelation of the meaning between 
the lines. Such ability grows with the power of concentration and the earnest 
wish to impress the audience. One has reached the sugges tive stage of art 
when he can convey through his imagination to the intuitive mind of the audience 
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what he cannot express in words. Such expres 3ion is spiritual, the first ev-
idence of which is noted in Pause or Ellipse. 
I. p~ or Ellipse: 
In selections of an emotional nature, we make longer pauses than we do 
when we merely wish to .make the meaning clear. This is an indication that 
much more is felt than can be expressed in words. The first stanza of Wil-
liam H. Carruth's po em ,!'Each in His O.yn Tonr;uej. is : ~n example. 
" A Fire-Mist and a planet,- a crystal and a cell,-
A jelly-fish and a saurian, and the caves where the cave-men dwell; 
Then a sense of law and beauty, and a face turned from the clod,-
Some call it Evolution, and others .call it God.'' 
The reader pauses , not because he has ceased to think, but because he 
must have a loop-hole to reveal his pictures. Pause, therefore, is not a 
cessation of thought, but a bridging over between two important thoughts. The 
spiritual response to a situation can find no words for its expression , 
so there is a pause. For this r~a son, one often makes pauses where there are 
no punctuation marks. I am indic ating by period~? these pauses i.S they occur 
in the expression of the la.st verse of the same poem. 
"A picket ••• frozen on duty,- a mother •• starved for her brood,-
Socrates drinking the hemlock, and •• Jesus •• on the rood; 
And millions who, humble and nameless, the straight •• , hard pathway 
plod,-
Some call it •• Consecration •• and others call it ... God." 
We have illustrations of this in all deeply spiritual selections, and 
also in instances where one wishes to be very impressive.Portia says: 
''Tarry a little •...•••. there is something else ••..•..• 
This bond doth give thee here no jot of blood ••••••••. 
The words expressly are a pount of flesh ••••••• 
At each pause, Portia gives vent to her wish to make the meaning very 
clear. The reader must place himself in the character he is presenting in 
order that the situation may be appreciated by the audience. One feels the 
vibrations of emotion in the air, if the reader senses the situation. 
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II. Magnanimity ££Atmosphere: 
The more a speaker gorws into his subject, the less will be his self-re-
straint; and with the gradual putting away of self-consciousness, comes the 
ability to reveal one's own personal attitude toward the selection and the 
audience. Such an attitude tomes from the soul of the reader and cannot be im-
itated. It is what one instinctively fe els in the presence of certain speak-
ers; something that impresses the audience more than his words. Emerson said, 
"What you are speaks so loud, I cannot hear what you say." We feel this in 
the presence of such speakers. They are unaware that they are making an im-
pression1and their unaffectedness is the secret of their power. 
III. The Creative: 
The next step is the outgrowth of the unrestrained attitude of the speak-
er. It is the power to create new thoughts in the minds of the listeners, and 
cause them to -apply the message to their own needs or to those of others . "'the 
purpose of the author is matched by other purposes, uncon-sciously created in 
the minds of the reader and the audience. 
One can illustrate this in the reading of lines from the second and third 
stanzas of Kipling's "If." 
II 
........................................... 
If you can bear to hear the truth you ·•ve spoken 
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, 
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken, 
And stoop to build 'em up with worn-out tools: 
............................................. 
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew 
To serve your turn long after they are gone, 
And so hold on when there is n othing in you 
Except the Will which says to them: "Hold on! " 
Through the perception of their relationship to each :: oth.e:r;, t he reader 
can bJlend the parts in such a way that he can get a deeper meaning from the 
what 
poem than"appears at first ·. He is able to send out to the audience, the ef-
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fac-t t. po~ his feelings of ~~ecolloctions of some person who has had to re-
build upon the ruins of his life wox·k or of one v.rho . olds on when t here is 
notb.i1.1g l eft bttt the i.'ifill; and each per soi1 i11 tl'le audience i11 tur· \r,rill re-
w 
call experiences of a s:Lilile.~ n3..tttre . 'l)1us syn1pEttl1ies are 6J{C}1&~ged ::J!d tl1e 
"one-ness" be-'-ween the reader and the audience and between the autho!' and 
ti!e r udience will be more thoroughly established. 
Dl. Ob edi e:'lc e: 
Res t i ng i i1 the truth o ..nd in his power to prese11t it, the reader .:.s 
ab l e to throw of f all though·(; of self n.~d to allow the m~S SC'.ge to c •. e forth 
.ni mpeded . This step i:s called Obedience o.nd is based upon the prin ipl .. at 
freedom comes o!lly through self-surrender . When the reader has become a free 
channel for the truth, his forms of expression no longer call attention to 
themselves, but are subordin::tted to perfect serYice . 
The gradual dropping of manneri sms and thoughts about self is one of 
the most important things to co11sider in finished reading. Some peopl e can 
never get away from the wish to put themselves before the audience by use-
less ges tures, tricks of the voice or f a ddish pronunciation of words. LY!. 
just the proportion that one gives attention to himself while reading, i n 
just that proportion will he lose in effectiveness. 
One should get in back of the author and give him every chs~c e to get 
his message across to the audience. 
It would be understood that a teacher in following these steps would 
mention them only incidentally to the pupils. S'he would make the plan no more 
conspicuous than trny other lesson outline she would be using for other sub-
j ects. By understanding them herself, she would be able to judge as to what 
stage of development each individual child had reached. i-robably the clas s 
would represent several different sta~es, and the teacher should t r eat the 
cases acco~ding to the needs suggested in the quotation from the ~~enty ­
Fourth Year book at the beginning of this chapter. i f a pupil is reading in 
a dull monotonous tone, it seems useless to try to get hun to $lphasize 
words c orr~ctly until he is able to get into the spirit of the whole selec-
tion; and it is impossibl e to get him to phrase properly unti .L he has mas-
te~ed t he analysis of the £arts • 
Me.ny good teachers of oral reading are unconsciously vorking out 
these steps to a certain extent, and a little consideration woule enable 
t~em to use t hem with decided profit. 
CR~PTER V 
RECORD OF PROGRESS IN INDIVIDUAL A.ND CLA.SSROCM TEACHING 
Besides e.xperi enc e in teaching students of adult age in t t'e various 
lines of publi& speaking at Rhode Island College of Edt!Cation and Emerson Col-
lege of Or£ttory, I have had the opportunity to teach reading in all the grades , 
to train eighth grade and high school pupils in declamatory work, r,nd to 
teach children in private lessons . 
In thG -teacher-training classes at Emerson College, we have groups of 
grade pupils for the students to work with in physicetl education, oral English 
and expression. It is dif f icult to pr-epare a graph of any kind to measure the 
ptcgress of this work, but the following plan will shmu some comparisons. 
CONDITIONS WITE PUPILS \VHO HAVE 
HAD NO SPECIAL HELP 
P'i·tch- Usually higher than the normal 
tone and apt to be monotonous, 
1ality- Poor in most cases . Voices ei-
ther rasping and tight or too 
wet>J.: to carry across the aver-
age schoolroom. No variety of 
tone color for various emot ions . 
Postur e- Stiff and unnature.l or slouch-
ing and negative .. 
Breath- No knowledge of when or how to 
control- tf..ke breath in public speaking: 
singing or performi ng on a wind 
i.nstrument .. No ability to con-
trol the breath. 
~ 
CONDITIONS WITH PUPILS ~TIO HAVE 
HAD SPEC :U.L ~HELP 
Voice drops to a normc;.1 , conver-
"' ' -~donal pitch, va r ying with the na-
ture of fhe selection .. 
Impz·ovement in all these condi-
tions. the expression of emotion ~ -
·tomatically corrects rasping tone. 
Pupils eager to practice exercises 
t o correct such f aul te . 
The old- fashioned requirement of 
ram-rod posture being removed , pupil 
takes the attitude natural for the 
expression of the matter at hand. 
0\ving t o the flexibility of chil .. 
dren ' s muscles; brea.th-c ontrol is 
easily· learned. *" One writer states 
that but little is kno\vn regarding 
breath-c ontrol . This is not tr~e .. 
( Fowler D. Bro oks: 11 'I'he Applied Psychology of Reading, t'.?• 55, 192S,.) 
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Articu- Usually poor. Pupils mumble 
lation- their words from the back of 
the mouth. Do not use lips or 
open the jaw. No ~efinite pro-
nunciation of the phonetics. 
Rate- When it is not halting and 
slow, resulting from re~ding 
one word at a time, it is too 
rapid. 
Inflec- Pupils frequently emphasize the 
tion - wrong word, especially in read-
ing poetry. 
Pause-
Compre-
hen-
sion 
Pupils are apt to follow the 
old-fashioned, mechanical rules 
of making a downward inflection 
at a period, a semicolon, a 
colon and an exclamation point, 
and giving a rising inflection 
at a comma or a question mark 
where the answer n.ight be yes 
or no. 
Pupils often read with no evi-
dent comprehension of the mean-
ing. They pronounce the words 
correctly and even make prop er 
inflections, guided by the con-
text and the rhythm, but when 
questioned, they are unable to 
interpret the thought. 
Singers, elocutionists and actors know 
it is as easy to teach as any other 
physical exercise. 
Interest in the selection and the 
right attitude toward the class helps 
to correct many of these faults. Exer-
cises for freeing the organs of speech 
used in connection with the reading 
lessons also help. 
The matter is automatically ar-
ranged, according to the nature of tpe 
selection. If it is ponderous and ser-
ious, the rate will be slow; if light 
and joyous, the rate wil l be rapid. 
One need say nothing about its being 
too fast or too slow. 
Careful analysis of the selection 
enables the pupil to understand the 
meaning, and this results in proper 
emphasis. Questions designed to bring 
out the points will also correct ~b6n 
emphasis. In reading poetry the re-
quirement that whole sentences,rather 
than individual words be expressed , 
tends to correct the "sing-song''hab-
i t. 
Pupil$ learn that punctuation 
marks are:grammatical purpos es , nat 
for guides in oral reading an ~ ~~~ 
no attention to such rules, being 
ruled by the thought and the emo-
tion. Pupils are taught to read as 
they speak; they do not stop to con-
smder whether the voice is to rise 
or fall. The length of the pause is 
governed by the situation. In places, 
they pause where there are no :guncu-
ation marks, and at other ~~mes, they 
pass over them, making no pauses at 
all. 
Natural reading demands that they 
understand the thought~ and continu-
._ ous vpractice in analyzing helps one 
to form the habit of looking for mean-
:ings, so that they l earn to work in-
dependently in the matter of intelli-
gent grasp of the thought. 
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Emotion-- Not. notice bl e . Pupils of-
1 reac - read well from an intellec-
tions tu 1 standpoi nt with no v r-
i ety i n color or pitch of 
tone . Express the meaning 
wi th a fair degree of suc-
cess , but with no emotion-
1 reac t i on . 
:Pr.onun- -- Of t en wrong, bee._ use pup1.Ls 
ci<!l. ion do not know what they are 
re ding bout ; have no help 
from the context in the ef-
fort to .learn the pro~uncia­
tion of new words. 
Crea tin - - No l i fe i n the re di ng , ence 
an in er- no in erest . Characters in 
est in 
t;ood l "t -
erature 
t !·· e stor i es are e.lllpty words . 
The first requirement in the e e-
l ut i on of expr es sion is th t t he pu-
pils get i nto tte mood of the ~el ec­
tion . Th e tone is then natur~l , t.~­
int; on th e qual ity sut:;t,ested · y tl e 
n~ture of the r e dine . ~is is done 
rith varyi ng degr ees of sueoess by 
different i ndi vi du ls , no o1e f~il­
ing to show some r ea.ction . 
Getting the sense t hrou j§h a gen-
eral underst~nJi:.g ~ · ~te t ext hel ps 
in the fJrommci .tion o words , thi 
under standin~ bein one of he esse.-
ti ls in n~tir ~ or 1 re .oin~ , 1 ~y 
involved in t e tr .ining . 
Pvpils see dr LI!l' t ic si tul'.tions 
~d re .lize th.t l iter~ ure is life1 
repr esentin i nterest i ng people and 
pl ces; thc; ~t it ~ 2 iuJ-~. c f : ·:e[q}-~i .;..: :i 
s oun.:is a c rh~· ns . Be omi nt:; L1ter-
ested in a portion o t he s ory in a 
re.dint lesson , PU?il "·nt tore d 
t he ntir e book frorr: •:h ic: h t " ex-
t r C L 'N' •• S .k n . 
allowing Rre det9. i led nccounts of son: e experic:mcen : 
a. ..... e A. 
Dur·i 1g the past ye.r; I h ve been experimenti ng wi·h 10. sixth t:,n-.O.e 1 cs 
t ~ellint,ton cho 0l, C!Ebridr;e, MJJ.ssachusetts . Only one child in he roo vr .s 
of .A.-neric< n birth 1. the others being of Polish , Russi n , I t .li , Sl vic or 
Fr ench or i g i n . They had an exc ell ent teacher , who had succeeded in gettin · them 
interested in silent reading, a.nd they read with more t han e.ver ge intell i t.,e ce, 
T ey h".d hlild no special tr ining in oral reading bey ond tha1. usuttlly af-
orde by a br ight t eacher v:ith good t ste an. _ sense of hurr.or . They liked t·1e 
:;.~elections in the re .. ders 1 of whi ch then" is good 'upply o th e ver·r bes • 
I est~bli shed a friend ly bas is by tellint them bout his study , whi h 
7/0'.lld probably result in the compilint; scm~ stor ies and poems for sixth £:,r de 
r eatder . They were int ensely interested to know what sort of stories were 
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to be se::.ected . ! assured them that they mi ght be l erfectl · fra.l"-~ n expressin' 
their opiniuns regarding the material I pr esented,- that that vms one of my 
reasons for v1orking with t hem. 
I let them choose readings from the books t h ey were ' sing, a nd I gave 
them a good many of my o-..m sol ec·tions 'whi ch I use on children ' s programs for 
vari ous occasi ons . 
In twenty- t vio half hour periods we v.rere able to. see a decided ilnprovernen_../ 
a l o g a ll t he lines recorded above .. Some of the child ren have re2-.l talent and 
they entered into the spirit of the selections wi th no reservations . At the 
beginning, some were very self-consc ious and wr i ggl ed and stammered i n the 
o deal of standing before the clas s at the fr ont of the r oani, but were able 
before tile close of ou r work to rea d very natur-ally, and really l i ked to pl ay 
the g3~e of telling a good stor-y t o someone el s e. 
I made it H ear in the beginning that no one woul d be f orced to read . At 
first , s ome basjfully decli ned , but by the end of my third meeting wi th 
them s everyone in the room would r ais e his hand , asking y,>ermi ssion to have a 
trial .. They followed every suggestion I made in the way of ' letting go and 
i k ed especially thG dialogues and impersonations, mald·1g a good effort to 
imit .. te frogs , shrews , mas .±c·'a.ns ., heroes and all the other characters _m.:. 
ap.::•es.red in the lessons . 
I n assi gni ng the le 30ns f or the next recitations ) I g:we 
r..f -the oelection and th ·n assi:ned a different ctanz::1. or 11ar agra· : t::> eat:'h 
c ~ ild \'-er e it 
I th~e •.-.'rd3 r eal i n+ e:vest on the pa r-t of t ";e ·Lers , because ·t .e:; •.ver n::-t 
=~un:::.li• r Wi "th \'1!-:::t he V.' S goiag to £~U t o the~ . 
~.til.:. ty k road s _·.;. __ 
. ~ · 
S-:;L 0f t .. e chil 1r :;_ 
I:.e g:tou 
C3.Ge B. 
1 <> ,·, 
--o 
r edd w~l- befor~ -~~ 
~· ... :_:3. oi ?;.:L g .- d.s f or a yea r .. The chi ldr e!'l were of avera.e;e -.b :i. i +_.y ~nd .1a.rl. 
' ~!e.d c~ooi t.z-ainir:g ir! t _e i~1.J·e:.1ectt.~c..l ir1t erpretation_ of th IJ.ater ·o.2 ::. r:. ~-~· -
!"e?..di:!lg bo oks , bu they he.d l:.a d no help in na tural expres :non beyc_ d t }!at 
give£: by the pl~ :.~'l iJ.;al, v;ho pr ep3.:red them f or spcci.?.l prog_ am , t .e selec -
tiJ!l8 A-1 .. ,._-u '!--_. 1 '•- .';~,L"l '"'JU,.., t.... co .... ....,!, ~rl· .J . ..... .! ' _ ....;; 1: .vi. ::.. ~ .. .J.. .. i. J ':J -. U .;! J_ __ 
Lcl:e " 
J~!'! ir~ 
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I n eighth grade · we . r.ead f rom Shakespear e . arld -the modern writers. 
One bey grew so enthusia.stic in reading Van Dyke ' s "America or l e" 
that he c <>.me up on his tip- toes ev ery time he CHme to the refntin , 
" 0, it's home ;,_gain , and h0rne ap;ain : 
America for me!'' 
Case c. 
]]"or king at present with a junior high dramatic society in one of the 
Provi (ence public schools , I note an i mprovement every time ~e meet . The 
c hildren have had unusual adva..ntages in the way of individual trlil. i nin and 
in opportunities for developin~: , initi~.tive . They le~.rned to read under con-
ditions where there 'i'iRS a e;r eo.t. deal of freedom, .nd they interpret very 
readily so far a s me nine; is concerned . Their inflections .re very marked , 
but at the t i me we ·be~an to work together they made practically no attempt 
to express emotion , because such n thint; he.d not been requir ed to an e -
tent in t heir or al re[ . ding . ~ven the i r own little speeches. whic they g ve 
fo r different occasions in the school 1 were spoken wi t . no variety of tone 
color . Serious selections were read with the same rate of speed a s joy-
ous ones , and t he same pitch v;as used for all the re;i.dine; matter . en 
a ny ttempt w s mt<.de t o articulat e distinctly , the syllables were pronounced 
i n n wooden l?.nd unnatur~.l rranner . 
One is reminded in such speaking of an electric bulb all ready for the 
tun-line on of the li~ht . It is perfect so fnr as the mechanism i s c oncerned, 
but it lacks the ligh t J which i n t h i s c .se i s the spirit of the author . The 
JTords re1)r ~ sent the mecht nical device tb:~t hol ds the light . 
Some of the behRviorists in the field o psychology clc . im th t one need 
.,.. 
not a ctur-tll • f. eel the emotion in order to expr ess it . One of these v,Ti t ers ' 
quotes David Belo.sco ~.s suyi:r1[; that in f'.ctine; one does not nee· to f ee l the 
-* ~ l~ H. Allport :~Social Psychology,~ 1924. ) 
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she dr:.i. 1 cd or! -··nese c>.-: 
c ly a s nero.l ~-!W'::le' ;:;e cf t}.c 
r 
..... ...... .. ; -
u:::e D, dire .tly crt us ~ts sp !: e • .L ., t 
Gaae F. 
l1i:r. c1.L i\h ·s ,. I say .L ho p ems '::ithout much e.zpres:..:icn , ~s I do lie)-: 'i~T:t -:; .-
tf. " ti"':e 10 be~ins -~ o ·ecite: .J he linoc CJ _ -the poems , hi s voic e t~J::: E ~r. a :!..l 
~~ e ~olcrs n ~essary J .• e:r:w t.l or!s .. 
'!·er;:- to.lkine; to hi s moUwr or me . I .ave i'"~l.. i te a larr;e c ol :!..c, tio o_ I, (1n:s 
it"t.U .i.· ~·~ c.n .. 0 a.::: 1 L: ...:':.,..... --.: V \.. ".1>. - ed :dglot y,cem8 s i nc e he began , i r.c L i n. d 5~ ::"! SL r:1£ It 
b~r S·t.eve:'lson, "The Dt~el" b j ..,,ugene Fi el .d It oy's Moth r" b' l .:; ~· !' ,,.., . 
-•' 
) ... ; 
'Ii:.o- Th:·ee" by Bu_ ner e..nd "'Ihe Chicken ' s Mist al{e" by c ~.~. ·ey ,. 
He reads YJhole sentences , pa.:.~sing ov er t he ends of the 1 · n s of pe -t y 
aasesy a.-:; olcer chil d.ren do . At fora t 1e had troubl e in hearing him, _;)r 
__ is voice s stil l v ery small, ut I ask hi m to go off to a dis-:a.... t pe,r _.; of 
the r oom t:..nd try to rnal-;e us hear him . He senses the di s t ance e:tnd raises his 
,,oice acc ordingly·. 
Ca:3e G. 
I n t .Le college gro 'PS, '!Je s.lways find a fe\~' '.vbo vroul.-1 rather take c-. cold 
plunge: the..n to stand before the class to rec.d . This dread is l esser..ad t o s ome 
ex ·ent '.7(~Em they fin that .. ey are not expec ted · o be elocuticnar' o!' • ·2.o-
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of some, who realize they will never be shining lights i n the public r eading 
work . but who are willing to submit to t he ordeals because of the benefit 
they get from the training • 
Recently , I asked a class at theend of the course to mention one thing 
they had gained from it . Various things were stated, but the t wo most f r e-
quently mentioned wer e that they had gained poise, bein• able to stand before 
an audience without r trembling , and that they had learned t o appreciate po-
etry through their oral expreasion of it . 
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CHAPTER . VI 
MATERIAL 
One of the most important things to consider in attempting to i n;prove 
conditions in ora l reading is the choice of ~Jaterial. The general consensus 
of ppinion is that much of the matter in the school readers is t~o hard and 
is oft en unint eresting. In many cases, the books have been compiled by bril-
liant people who were probably able to read classics a t a very early age , 
and who make no allowanc e for the average mind. Others have formed their o-
pinions since they have grown up as to what is appropriate for children. The 
attitude seems to be: "Well, you ought to like it, whe ther you do or not." 
In ~ electing material, one should have two obj ectives in view: to te~ch 
pupils to read rapidly and with clear comprehension in t he silent reading 
and to read with naturalness of expression in the oral work. 
•w. W. Charters gives the following outline as to cont ent: 
1. Voc abulary conten~ as to primar y gr ades. 
2. Cont ent of phonics. 
3. Where sh all phonics be placed! 
4. What is the amount of vocabulary which is most effectual ! 
5. What a re the s ~andards of speed in sil ent reading by perc en~ 
tiles by gr ades r 
6. That . simil a r standards for r epetition _. are available! 
7. What ar e the defects in silent reading by individuals and clas-
ses! 
8. What are the methods of correction! 
9. What a re the defects in ora l reading ! 
( W. lf . Charters: "Curriculum Construc t ion," 192~.p.l€4 . 
; 
10 . ... othocis of cc•rrection. 
ll . ·~ v: • hould 'be tho c.: ant . t o~ . · d ·\he tim ~ lotn n t t' or tl a 
l .. • ,T..1a.t ideal:.1 oll :mld d octina.·:·o a!id riO\"J ar·G h · a':- :.; '..inedf 
*' • L. Uhl :C his i.wastiga;tio:.ts alo·1g; this l ine se: ·, u tt0ra to 
te cher 1 a.skir.J.g t i1 to. r • ort on tho -- or· tl ·:. mr oJ.so -the 
they 
tho a c.-arch f :lr tre:as:,~_ e. 
tch of tho ro::.t0rll.:lJ. v.s t-30 h~ tho rcacilu~ lca.cnos doCfJ no· lend it::telf 
·t Dro.l ,.., 1' • So octio:us of ·'·he tin :-.r ~ .c:u.i a.bl • I£ clk!J.-
pr..:~ ·· ·t.:-c ~ Vi 1err" til ; ·"::.>tlm_aJ. o1r ,.:mt iH ;m;:,~.rke.u . !Iigh claEJ h · ~:;.· 1.s.o can 
be ··sarl ·to Ud"W ~tr:tt::,t:h • •.;} i00t' t;iVi 4'; 0:''-'""' pJ.as Of ·i;he h e ~ i:~ t iH · i 0 Of 
lit mturf:l, .UBorowo: mat · -t:.r he-lpn t !:.o pupils to l et go 
s lves . 
cl·o.~sic... it !11 found :i...n th-e} r e.:-·d ro ., :.J'"uJ.y ·t ·3<.\C11o G d.J.r.., a.:rt :;c..t O.i.' ay .f.ron 'the 
ole! f r.ailiar. r · ~t...; .1gs LJl'' f :tr o_ .oo!z-10 _:1. t -,r:~.:c·y .;" .:·t ·• 'l ·t c nsidcring t..lt t 
D'.lilY of ; h t.: mod "r n -~,-:r·i"',i;1.;_; .. Ll&.y " '•.ll:>e o r;,snJ.co s o;nG dn ' . The cl'-..:i.lc!rGn lika 
'*"( '' . L. Uh.l: •• :lcie!'rtiZio D t r.r.·:uin· .t~rJ!! ) f Content of th !nan ._ ary 
Co· roo i n ~ e:~ 'i:a~. l921-l:J~j2. ) 
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them, and teachers should be able to judg~ between trash and treasures. 
ll' Miriam Blanton Huber in a study to determine the influence of intelli-
g ence on children's reading gives some valuable conclusions: 
Children with I. Q. 's of 50 to 70 can learn to read simple material. 
Those of a mental age of six can l~lrn to read. 
~s to choice of material~children of superior and poor intelligence dif-
fer , not in kind,but in degree. 
In the tests of certain gifted and control groups( the latter repres-
enting children from an orphan asylum) the types of literature standing h'i gh-
est in favor in both groups were adventure and informational fiction, but t he 
g ifted boys read more books of science, history and biography. 
Girls in both groups liked tales of home and school life and adventure, 
but t he girls of the control group showed a greater liking for emotional fic-
tion. Children of all four groups liked animal tales and fairy stories. 
ln another study it was found that the special boys preferred instruc-
tive books, lit€rary books and books of a series, while the control group 
liked adventur~ and children's books. Special girls liked sentimental tales 
and adventure; those of the control g roup preferred books i n a series and 
books about children. The literary value was about the same in all cases. 
J,ow I. Q. ' s preferred books of a concrete nature; high ones material of 
an abstract, generalized and complicated type. 
Still another study, which interpreted preferences in the light of 
analysis of the elements of interest in the selections made by avul ts showed 
tha t the cha racteristics that caused the greatest interest were plot and 
surprise for both boys e.nd girls, animal-ness for boys and child-ness 
(*Miriam Blanton Huber:" Influence of Intellig ence on Children's Read-
ing,'' Teac hers College, Columbia University, 1928.) 
F ..... ~:l.·l,_. :<tr P:~~.- e .. -.L~ ·"nC ·"c. were o.lso f avori-tes with -t~1 e i rls .. Se fer· :.h3 ~irls o;u,.;..L - -~ •J - V-.J 
differ·enc'3s •.ve·e smal .. B ys like adventure ; gir ls fiction . 
rosul t of tho to:Jts , :Mrs : Hub er gr ades na.terial in this Vtay : 
Grade I- An·.,... .s e.nd pl ay . 
Grade II- ullabies 
Gr~ ' e III~ Out-of-do !Sand fair:es 
Gra e IV- Hwnor and nonsense 
G!la de V- Herons 
Gre.de ,!I- Ho1  e and danger 
Grad vrr ... l.Jatire and OL'l2.nCe 
G:cade VIII- Romance Et.nd t r agedy 
Grade IXQ Social relationships ru1d conduct 
The inves i gati on showed: 
l • Very dul l childr"'n can be t aught t o reade 
2 .. St:tdies cf gifted children do not show t eir tast s i n re· d i::~ 
·to be greatly dif f erent fr rn thoGe of children of less int ellige .ce, 
but their re .dir1g as a rul e i s o_ a bett er qualit • 
3 .. Ce_ ta.:.n school syst~'TIS .where the matt er h!ls been studied, !' p 1t 
• 
a lack of s ccess i · using courses of study differentb.ted in content 
for different levels of intelligence. 
4. Studies of the ree.ding i nt erests of e ildren of ver a 6 e i ntelli-
genc e shov1 that the elements high in t heir preference a e: su:r-p i~ , 
plot; ~c.tion , ~lay , fanc.y and adventur-e . 
Six ·types of literature were chosen with five s ections for each t~rpe 
.o a llow f or gra a.Lion in age& 
~;pe A i ncludes familiar experi ences· f runily life and in~ima~e so-
cial relo:t.::.on3hips ; -t~ :L1gs that have happened to the chiM or may do ;:; 0 ir. 
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'l'.'pe B includes u1·1u<•ual expArl.· ences ·, d t th th ·11 • J. ~ _ a ven ure; e rl. er; the 
thing that does not happen to the ordinary person every day . Stirring .hap-
penings, but realistic , not fanc iful. 
Type C includes hllil!Or : grotesque, ttimble-down elements of humor; 
humor of plot and i ncident; sophisticated nonsense . 
Type D includes fancy: the unreal, the supernatural , delica te 
symbolism . 
1'-;pe E includes information: industrial processes; sources of 
materials; information of geography, science and nature . 
Type F includes heroi sm and service : heroes and patriots; civic 
responsibilities; service to lar~er gr oups than the fa..:nily; history and 
b iography. 
In testing, the children were divided into three t,roups , britht, aver-
age and dull . 
Choices of the dull children show that they like the material under 
Type A better than do the averA.ge and bright ones , but they like it less 
thiln ::tny other materictl l)resented . The material t hey liked best ia that 
placed highest by the average and bright ch~ldren . 
Type C holds second place for the bright ones- fourt~ place for the 
dull ones. Dull children showed two divergences from those of the other 
groups. No differences at all are apparent i n the percentages of choice for 
any given kind of material of average children and children of the degree of 
brightness represented by t he subjects of this experiment . 
Differences in range : brighter ones more pronounced in their preferen-
ces; t he brighter the children, the more capacity to discriminate, and the 
less inclined they are to like the material in Type A. If Type A is omitted , 
there is less differenc e between the dull and the brighter groups . 
Literary quality seems to be of more importance to bright childr en 
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t h21 t _:e dtL l ones. 
Marked pre f erences in different . inds of reading material are sh ~rn by 
"'1 '""P.Y'arc e ~ VI l ?_·l· ;,-_1_,_ .... C};! .; _ ,, dren. Th •• e r l'""allv do discrimir~ate 
• L< J ""-' ·'~ 0 .ou • - '-' " .l. - J e.:·:pres s 
.... 
consistent prefe~ enc es . 
A striki ng imilarity e.Jdsts i n the choices of the dull, averag and 
brighter children for the t ypes of literature, each type representing e-
qually good selections for· the available material of tha-t typea 
D.lll children like the selec·tion of humor here found less than do the 
bright ones or those of the average cla.s s, and -~hey like t he selections deal-
ing with familiar experiences more tha::1 do the children of ihe higher 1 .velE . 
The choice of the dull is in'Dluenced by the complexity of the rr:a·~er.! al , 
·he avert>..ge less eo, the bright little concer ned. 
The dull ones were less influenced by li tev..ary value; t.'he bright ones 
more so .. The dull ones 'Nere more influer.:.cec! by the content. 
Childr en of all grades appreciate the quality of the ree.din materi-
als~ Even the dull ones approcia.t e the merit of the material o~f ered t h • 
All show preferences that should be r~arded when making a cur icu-
ltun, and these pr-efe:n:mc es are sim.ilar in all grades of mentality . 
right children may apprec ie.te materie-l of e. '!tide re.n · e of dif!icul 
ty. D.1ll children should have a minimum of hard words , involved sentences 
and para.graph structure. 
Such an exhaustive study a s Mr s : Huber .!,s f~pet?.ks for itself um v1e 
are discussing a.Yld choosing materi<".l ~ or ·L 1t.1 grades . Turning thi s vrhite l i ght 
upon the material in the readers used during recent yeB.rs, we find that o lly 
t he brightest minds a re able to appreciJ:.te it, and even in theil" cases , t hs e 
i s the question as t o whether they woul d not enjoy sometiling else more _. 
Teachers College Record, January 1929, p blishes an experiffient made 
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by Herbert B. Bruner , nc:tmed 11 Determining Basic Reading Materials Through a 
Study of Children' s i nterests and Adult Judgments ." 
The experiment inYolved 50 1 000 school children and 15 0 sch l s , and 
he vre.s assisted by tl:ary E. Pennell, assistant superintendent of sc h cls, Kan-
sas City, 1/istouri , and Alice M .. Cusack, primary supervisor in Kansas City .. 
The experiment ccnsiste~ of five phases : 
Phase I.. Study of the sponta.neous questions of children .. Spontane ... 
ous questions , showing ~.the :' inter ests of children, V1ere recorded b·· 
teachers, parents and others dealing wi th them. Record ·.,-;as also made 
of the stimuli whi(;h provoked the questions. These qu · stions V'!e! 'e sorted 
t o see which ones should be fostered a.."ld encouraged., 
Pha se I I . Reactions of children to questions of speci · sts. o, _ _. ... 
ing t o the limited e.·psrince of chil dr en, their· ovm c~uest.:.ons '!O'lld 
be li.rni te:1d and n1any "interests would not be discovered .. 
Sevel~8.1 fields f interest were assigned to spec ialists , n· 
they f ormule.ted one hundred questions in each field , the ans :ers t 
uhich viould bring out diff ercnt points of interest. Th se would natur-
e.lly lend to more questions on the part ~f tr.:e c .ildre ~• ~ ~- e~ .1ilere ( ) 
of the nature of things desirable f or children to know a (2) that v1ere 
inb resting to child:een end (3) not t'.dequately represented i n t he 
present mat erial found i n thei r school books . 
In \'rorking ou.t this experiment, 12 ,000 children vrere used, re-
presenting diff erent gr ades of i:nt ··1-igence, social sb.t us , r ' ~ ·t:> . c 
:;-ai!lities ~ vilh•.gec , to•.ms c.nd cit ::.ee, re.ngin8 over as wide ~ - ..,_ -:;~:: !...:;;..-\~ 
ice.l a ree. as possible. The re~"ults we!·e checkzd up t see wl1ic of 
tho cn .. estions invcl1/{;d the most il!ter 'St , also the l east .. The me. e = 
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and safety education . 
Phase III.Preparing material cho s en by adults acco r-dinr; to t he i t. · c ;.-
est ex1Jressed in the questions . 
The materials were in three forms: 
1. Story form with a hie;hly ;;.ramatized ele.'11ent . 
2. Story form without t he dramatized element . 
3. Descripti ve form, not of story or drmll'la.tized nature . 
Phase IV. ~eterminine through adult judgment appropriate literary 
prose selections. 
Courses of study were investigated and r anked for curriculum merit . 
Three lists were prepared: 
1. Selections from what were considered t he fif t y best course:te 
2 •. Selections chosen at random from 2913 courses and combined 
with selections from basal readers found in all t1 e c curses. 
3. Second and third grade material chosen frorr. selections found 
listed most frequently in the ten outstanding c ourses of study . 
These selections were assembled i n a :o et of experimental 
books . The selections included matt~r of literary and informa-
tional types and were graded in seven books, and submitted to 
t he chil dren to find which were t he most interesting and ~hich 
were lea st appealing t o them and also which rr.et v1 i th the approval 
or · the t eachers . The books were published in the form of the us-
ual sc hool reader . 
The administration of the experbnent : 
The experiment was started Octobe.r 1,1926 and was carr i ed on f or more 
t han t \·to years . Twenty-six t owns and ci t ies were represented, ranginL thr oug . 
f our teen states from Rhode Island to Washington and from Ihchic;an to Mi ssissip-
p i. 
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In some plil.C es the v;hole system of sc!wols in a city would be inc orpo-
rated , in others only one or tviO. Rural one-room schools H S 1Nell a s metrop ol-
itan c enters were given the chance to pr,rticipate. Unprivileged, · inferior, su-
perior, foreign and. normEcl children v.ere tested alike. 
Sue;gestive methods were applied to insure uniformity as f ar as possible. 
A director of the experiment was appointed in each place, and blanks for re-
cording the results were given to the children, al s o to the t eac hers. The 
checking up included the selections which the children liked best , which they 
liked least and also the ones which the teachers chose. 
Grade placement was determined by trying out . the material chosen in dif-
feren t t rades. Four th grade material.wo.s tried out in third , fourth, fifth and 
sixth grades. Fifth grade materia l was tried out in fourth, fift:b and sixth 
grades. Sixth grade material was tried out in fourth, fifth, . sixth. and sev-
enth grades. 
One hundred fifty-three selections were chosen for f ou r th, fifth and 
sixth grades, and out of these> sixty were used in -t· - · ~- u grade . One hundred 
fifty-three were used in each of the fourth, fifth and sixth grades , a.nd six-
ty in the seventh grade. Of these one hundred fifty-three selections, forty-
one were chosen from a list of those most frequently used i n courses of study 
and text books. Sixty-seven were chosen from those less fnequently used and 
forty-five v;ere new, including so-called inform~tional matter, which in the 
form used,had never been included in text books and courses of study. 
Admitting that the conditions were not ideal in many cases for perfec -
tly accurnte testing, the precautions, directions and manner of conducting 
the experiments vvould seem to assure fairly accurate extiwates. 
Tables show the r esults in fourth, fifth and sixth grades. Ten selec-
tions t hat had the tighest rank i n the three grades , included nin e selec-
tions that were taken fr om lists less frequently used in readers. Not 
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significw..t point thr:tt not one of those most frequentJ:r found i n th schoo 
r-aders v;as found i n t he highest r~u:lldnr; ten . 
The ten he.ving t he l::JweGt rank were sel ections of t.. d scriptive , inf !:2!1.-
-:;:L nu.l type, ~'lit:1 the exception of "The iV•aJcers of the Flag ," ·:hich come3 .!'rom 
::.t l i s t of selections least frequently used . No literary selection of +he moot 
frequently used type or inf or!na tional story type vtas found in this lis·t of tt 
lowe::r'~ ranking ten. As a '<'!hole, however 1 the least us ed liter~_ry m .... t er i di d 
:.1 ot receive as high a ranr.: as the most used m2.terial. 
The descriptive of infonnati one_ ma"~erial dmd not receive so high a a.nk 
as the st:~ry a..YJ.d dranatic forw.m but the i nformatione.l material me.y be \'rr . tt n 
in such e. way tr...at it will rank well with the literary selection. 
For gradine , the material was placed in the grade usually indicated in 
t he re~ular courses of st~dy. According to the choices of teachers ~~d pupils , 
only 14. S'fo of the most fr equently used material and 26 .. 8/~ of · the least frequent-
l y used materieJ. '.'las correctly placed as determined by the present pract · ce . 
36.5fo should be moved to higher grades a..YJ.d 48% to lower grades. Familiar i t 
v:H~1 t __ e s el c-Gions i :a the f ifth m1d sixth grades may account f r t _ need f 
·change from the higher to the lower grad s. t i E probable that "e figur s 
•Jould be changed if the sixth grade study had been extended through eis!'~th ar 
ninth~ ad'9s , <nd that worked out for the fourth grade pupils had been extended 
dowi t hrough third and second gr:ldes. 
WA f> 
HoweYer , when only 22 . 2% of the materialAplaced in the gr de mmonly 
used in prac·vice, even allowing considerably for e1:·rors due to various conri -
t · ons , one must conclude that there is m < ~ .. misple.ced literary m'lt rial in the 
int,~rmediate grades. Questions arise: shall all t pes of materi a » most 
and leo.st seL litera u.re ~ stpr - drrum.dic t story and descripti· inf matio!L 
s : s0tio s J used! "at ' oportion should b e use in each gr~'. e ! ha.ll 
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a balance be maintained between longer and shorter selections! Shall informa-
"tional material be eliminated, rega.rdless of the f act that so much of this sort 
of matter will be read in adult lifeT 
Regarding material for f ourth, fifth and sixth gr ades, bruner assumes: 
1. It is educationally desirable that select ions of the informational 
type, a s well as the most a..l'\d least used literary material be included. 
2 . That children • s interests requiie that new life be brought into 
t h e reading materials used in school . Since none of the most used literary 
select ions f ound their way into t he li st of the highest ten in t he ex eri-
rr.ent, there seems t o e sufficient evidence t~~t new mate·i 
shoul d be f ound. 
can !'..U 
3. Some b~_lanc e ,~~ consistLYlg of , f o .. ii1StP_nca, 30fo of the selec t · o s 
n:ost us.ed in the text books ~:md c ours es of s t v.dy, 4oj, of t. ese. leas+ use e.n 
3 ·• of i .. f rr:1ati onal sel ections shoul d be maLd;c:.ined. Tbis a.s su.mption i s 
based lim the belief t.~at it i s desi rabl e to improv a.nd mal:e rrc e .:._~teresting 
the r ear'ing of chi dr en by adding n'3 '·' and f resh mat er i a ls, '."! ~ le retaini ng "'"'1 
est c f t he ol d* Since a l arge propor ti on of the read i !'tg ::~ Jhild. o ' ;;~ .ul 
he.s t· de i!.! ].a·cor ife is i ,}fc:rme.t i om:tl, j:t i D desirable the..t rr.ateri a l e -r 
thit: t'·pe bo i ncluded. Only ·t.ho::e inform~:::iJioEc>~ sel ection s!1, ·l d be ::.n0l 1e • 
·:;hich n,Y"1kcd i:c. J(j_:e '-ifopor 80f, as s' iown by the resul s of this exr 
4. e:• t empt sl:..oul d 'e m~tde t o r o:dse the i nt e:!'6St · c.:e •.. c~~t L. 
doscri pti ve ne_-~orial of .1e i~L ormn:t i onal t '.Pe by c -em ' i n _ t 1c f c_ 
\·:he e ::,_ vi~Je."!J le i. t . e s+ory type, and i!: ro ~e i nsi:.m1cee to ·a higlil ·· dr· ru:-
tic el -:mtent . A ·thouz ·! a , uf fici ent n· unbcr f i nforme.t i onccl sel ecti ons 
rru1!:ed i n t he top 80~ tc. mvJte up the 3 4 assum.ed t o be desira .. l e in 
the hi3. rati ngs e;iven i n i nf or mati one.l selectior1~ of the s tcry-....r::t:Jnr:>.tic 
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,~, · .lc are, e for t.:e YE'~lue of chr.~r;ing -~he fo m of the select · n ... c,f the des-
5 v :No literary selec tion of t he 10 utili zed in t he expreirrent sh u 
be chosen v•hich r cnl:ed i n the lower qua:ttile or rec ei Yed a perce .tile :;core 
of les s t han 25%6 
I. ·strikin the 30- 40-30 balance in a s sumpti on 3 , it w ul d. be nece ·-
sar' on some CRses t place _ selection where .:.t did no ... receive its high-
est r a..ru:, but :h: no cases should the conditions ->{)f 4- e..nd 5 be v:.. a d o; 
R commended lists of readiq:; matter foxlov1 these assumptions, jn w :dch 
types are separated and whi ch classify those l iterary selections that are 
most and lea st frequently u.sed . '~are was t.eJcen 'in choosing the informat ional 
selec-tions that they not only satisfy the ascertained interests of the chil-
dren, but that they shoul ~ b e e.cct:.rate i n every detail. 
I h~_VA examined the set of books with the idea of using hem in my 
story ~telling classes. I chose the Sixth Gr ade Reader for an ex,r:.e:oj.L"t~nt of 
my o·m, tryine out the sel ections with differen·t groups of children in the 
P1·ovi dence schools . I have never seen e. bet t er choice of mater i al so f 9.r a s 
suit~:tbility is concerned . I would suggest that there mi ght be more 12.tere.ry 
selecticns. In my readings for c h 'ldren, I use a good many t.h~.t CJ'G n t 
listed in this experiment ~ I tried out extracts f om s m · of t hes e 
s elec ·ci ons by reading them a loud and e.l so by having t he pt . pils read th 
nl ud .. They met v1i th decided ap roY~ in all the gr oups, r epres ntin every 
class of society and ever~· grade of men tality in the sixth rades f t he 
Providence :::cho::Jls . T1 <:: f i rst group h~:v"l I.. • •s from 90 t o 130. Ne 1 S'~­
the c-hildren cmne fr ::.. ·' vvell- ·te.do homes of l aviYers, doctors, merchents and 
college profes s ors . There is a branch of t he public :.: l i brary a t t h: schoo t 
and the children e..re f amiliar with tho best books. Amone; the selecJ.;ions 
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wer e extre,cts rom "'l'i mothy ' s Quest 11 by Viggin, "Jaclmnapes " by Ew:..n,. , u .rs . 
1\ 
rig _s of the C[-tbbage Patch by He,an , " nilcmville Stori s " by C an , " Tl.,...ee 
I.'Ien in a Boat" by Jerome, besides a nwnber of poems, i r.c:i.uding " The Lepercha n " 
and "America First" by JJic .. earth , "The Croaker 't by Linco 1, "0 !e- 'l\'"1o - T ree n 
b y Bunner and " J ohhny ' s Hi story J:;,ysson" by Waterman . 
Another test wa s me.de i l! a school 'iher e t here v.rere many negrc chi d_ en 
:illd mulattoes . My group was made up of childr en vlith I. Q. ' s rsn :j_n,e: f ror1 lCO 
tc 130 ~>.nd about sof, of them ner e c olored . They liked a _l the selGcti cns, 
8 .o·."'!i :ng a ma.rke · preference for E::ever?.l tlT-·.t I a l so consider very good .. 
I then tried them out in f t l arge sh..h cl Y:her e t!:e ma jori ty of the pupils 
were I talians .. nd v:here t hey were graded ~ acording t o mentalit • I h':!.d -'-h r ee 
gr~ups witJ Y •• ' s r 8n ing from 7t to 130 . TI_e vocabul3r o. t _ese chi: r~n 
i s r:1es.._:· r J so ti:!ey did :-wt under s+o.nd the stcries o.s '>'Jell e.s t .. e pupils i n 
t~.e other sc ools did, but they like t hem Emd. -..-mre <=> c.g er t o r q1rv ._tee t hen 
, . ... , 
c n.l!. t: re:n , bec~~J .. tsc cf t 1eir lin:i~ed ~v oc.::~ '"lt!l t rie.s 
- s ava a 
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sett" n o the pupils wou l d be helped y the cont ext . Af te a study per io 
the:f read the selections orally , g i v i ng fa i rly g ood i nflection , but whe they 
tr ied to t ell vvha t ·Ley had n;n · • we found t h ey understood scar cely a ny J::i1 g 
of t he meru1ing . I.n many i _stanc es , they had missed the poL ent i rely . 
T,1e rer,ular text boo s or ixth Grade in he Pro i d nc e s h o s i -
cltde tho f ollowin:.:; : 
Bol en i us , Book IV . 
Si lent R0a.der , Bool IV , by Le\,,is ~;~nd Rowland . 
Stor y Hour Ree.d i n s , ixth Yea , Hart w 1 • 
Th e !1.:id1Nay :' eade , Boo · III, Mil l er e.nd Hur;he • 
The Herrill Readers 1 B ok VI . 
The Elson Revised , Boo.._ V. 
children were qui te unanimous in their di :: like r s ome of t ese 
bo ·k s , es::ec ially t e ;h d vay Read er s . They said , ••There i nothing funn r i 
t hem .•. 11 This is qui te true . new boo is availabl e now , \'Ft ich ranks wit he 
. c1n 11 and C sack reader . I s edited by Co]Je.nan , Uhl and Ho i c, publi :: .ed 
by Silver, Bur det t and Co 1pany and is called The a hwo.y o - ee.ding . e-
liev::: son~ oi' :.he info .1a t ::.c ml and d esc riptive ~e ::..e ti ns sh ul d e ·e lac 
: · the various i terary _ ee.di ng I h:::tve been testing out , u~ t t h ..,rade o 
. e .,a ter i al is al l rig , ac cordinG to my jud :ment .. here .r e a f6 r i -
u _,_t parar;raphs , but most of the ae]_ecii·, s E".re tse_b , c i. :!.ass es ·.-;:here h 
pupils are U!J to grade . 
I . mak inr; a eeneral review of some of t.1c mater i al ound in school rea_·-
r s t ha t a r still in us e , one mi t;ht make the fo l l01;v.:.ng s umrr.ary : 
1. Some of the p oe -ry in the fifth End s i xth grade reader i~ bette· 
s uited to hi h school use . Granting that the ch i ld's "reac h s hould exceed is 
grasp , 11 i t wou l d seem un'B i se to he.ve to o many of t his sor t . 'I'~.c ol l ovdng 
i s an ill u s trat i on of thi s . I test ed i t out i n the cla sses r ecently, a. 
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v.l.ile th c~ildre did n c:. lR ike it . s they di d sor:t o_ the ~Y~l ers, th :~ 6 
i!:e~ e only a f ·9W v;ho had rmy unde::st ntling Of its U 8.l1ing . 
The sp .:.ng blow -trump t s of colvr ; 
He grean sa.1g in r::y bra.i:1 .. ~. 
I hee.rd a blii!drnr- n groping 
11
'l':lp-tap-" wit:1 hi s c. •1e" 
I pi·t.ied 1.; his blindn ss; 
But oa.'1 I boast !I I se ! 1' 
Perhaps there walks a spi rit 
Close by who pities m -
.r._ spi· it who hears me -capping 
The five-s ensed cane of mind 
.id suc n unguess d glories-
That I- at:1 wol~se than bli lld . 
2 . There ar-e ·coo :nany unfa.rnilia~ s ituations :md tor;i~s di scussed .. T!"le 
chi ·' •·en .flounder about hopEJless y , a::: much bewildered as -' he itt e gil·l 
v;hn ·,-.- c·~ 1~o:re froiC! Sunday School, P ft or the lese:· on about .Ioscs und -the bur _ ... 
ng bush. He:r report v:as he.t tl1er vm.s a bush o f i r e and G d sa 
" s es , 
' 
t a. o off your shoes , there is s. hole. i n the 8round. 11 In tile Hev1 A l ant i,_, 
Reader :1.re sever" 1 othm· poems the.t are open to the same so t of cti tic · sm. 
One or t ·.::o illust:rations prove this : 
TF.E SPACIOUS FIRK~J1ENT 
. ·······*'· ········· ···· ······ 
Vlhs..t though in solemn silence all 
Move round the dark terrest1ial ball! 
\"fuat though .o real v oi ce or sound 
.A i dst their radia:.1t orbs be foun ! 
In r ea.s on 's ear t hey all r e j oic e, 
And utter forth a zlo_ io~s v ice ~ 
Fo_ ver si:1,sin;_, as t 1e1 shi ::1 , 
t'Th ht:L''lt that m- de us ia d:!.:aine l 11 
BB.DS Aim F. I TH 
l · · + ' _1~ o1·e 1r;.s b~"'el.1 ~1 di s ·ussi ( L'1 t he :;_.)ars.[;:'r:t 1::; -r.nu .- prec ~a - , " ---- ~ -
i ous types of birds , and thL leads up to ths gt(. -E • 
uL'1 their g l or ious sol itudes t ey l i ve s ecm·e . Noises • ev er r i se . o higl- ; 
storms a"ld thu 1de· s ou_ld be2.ovr th .. The S' • c mes earli er t o t h ern an l i nge_ s 
late.,.. T'fl ir cle.ys ure longer . Tlwi·c arc no feY.1ces ~~1ero parce_·_ng out th~ . 
t_;:tC <c.t c..o!.e.in . lo tre s or for es · s sh~cow th ercpyrean; !'l.o .r.:: u.nt ?.ins di v 'd it , 
nor r i v r f-l vn:ctP.r it . Onl y the sun itse~f inho.bi ts t h ere , sol'tar , j.:.:o c.~ g..h. .L h 
f <it!. e_ of :nul t i tudes ~ d.rcpi)ing dovm sho-r1 ers o"! i ght , ':I hie~ he oes !'lot s .e , 
:s-.n ~· giving l ife to i nf i ni · e b:.·oods th·::.t : e·.fer k:t1 "ll no ~ o.re :norm b· t' lo:.:c 
f t 1er , ,-;ho t!.rcuch acres · s givi~1g and fo ... get-ti ng , b ege~t · _ 6 c :cl f orsn' ir~g , 
·ec:. t.i ~:s P.:-:!.d devour i ng . " ... 
c<::. ~ es , ~he Y!0!' ' 1 S 9.re n ot diffi cult , bu~ the G.r r angemcn t l s sue 1 -tL::;.t tL r. e c-..1:-
i !!t; iB obscure , Ther e i n n. Grea.t di f ... ere11ce betYto en e11c ni e n · ~~ v.n_ c 4-. 
where t he i n.i:.::Jr ef: t :i.s su ffi ·Ji:eat -~o at t :co..c t the r o.der, a.!d 
-.vith sucjects as remo ' e us th:1t represe. t d i ;. , ."The S a .::iou..., 
J..!a:n selac-tions d a \.'lith subj e~ts t o y;r ofou. d or <3 . • .,trac t 
children . 11A Spiri tu::il Heri t9.ge 11 in the New Atln.::.1ti Reader i s an ex.ru pl e o: 
• In sr..me sel.ections, the meanin~ J..S too subt:. to be gr a sped r o.di 
chilr ren. Their lin:i ed cxperisnces ar _ ot suffici..ent t o ena le tl'! . .., to 
i:.:t or~) · et the figurat i ' e or symbolic la.'1guage found i n ma..Yly of the ea dings . 
If I wi shed o inter er:: pupils i :c the work of Ol i ver fendol l Holmes .. I 
hould px·esent "The Sept ember Gale" or 11 The Hei ght of t he Ri dicul ous " r the 
t hru1 "Contentment . " That m:tgh·~ come l a ter, bu·c it i s too htt d t o grasp ·n 
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the six·th grade. 
5. Many children become tangled in the l ong par e.graphs and stanzas . 
7 .; Many revolt at morbid situations .. 
In many cases the difficult parts mi ght be omi'Ltecl or adapted . A chapte 
fr om "The r...ull on the Floss," enti t led "Tom Cernes Home11 is very interest ing 
but for the last paragraph. It is exquisite for those who ar e able to under-
stand it, l)ut it i s beyond the comprehensioil~ o! little children. The story is 
rally complete without this , and -it might be left out . 
Some t eachers fear that if children were allowed to ehoose and adapt their 
own materi ., , they would choose that of such ru1 easy mature and grade that it 
would lead to the habit of "reading dovmward." Mrs. Huber ' s study would set 
out minds at rest on that score , Seemingly , it is the type .. ,of se.Lecliion, regard-
l ess of difficulty , which influemces choice in most cases. While it would not 
, be dse to let the pupils have everythi ng to say as to what material they e.re 
r..o Ul:le, vnt:: might suppose t hat the oral reading lessons would be more interes ·-
ing -rd.:th . the audience situation involved, if the pupils really like what 
they are presenting; and they should ~-;;e sUU~e voice in the matter. 
CIJ...All'TER VII 
ASSIGNMRNT, PREPARATION AND RECI TATION 
ASSIGNMENT: 
The poi~t has been emphasized many t:imes that satisfactory oral 
reading depends upon a thorough understanding of the suthor'e central pur-
pose and a clear comprehension of .the thought, not only in general, but in 
detail. This necessitates preparation iu the vtay of intelligent · study with 
practice aloud if possible. The "'c;eacher may help through inspiration and 
enl -':ghtenment; therefore, in assigning the l essons, it is not enough to an-
nounce how many pages are to be covered. 
Usually , very meager explanations are given in the texts . I was quite 
grow·.a up before I identified some of the selections in the shhool readers 
with the books from vthich they were takeri. The story of Raleigh 's meetir!.g 
vlith Elizabeth from "Kenilworth," published i n Cyr's Fourth Reader, had a 
glossary of hard words, besi des the names of the author and the novel, which 
no one in the class paid any attention to . In the same book were cuttings 
from .11 0ur Mutual Friend" by Dickens wi th similar notes . 
We read what was in the book with no idea of wh..at preceded or followed it . 
If one of the objects or oral reading is to make the selection an att racti ve 
introduction to a desi rable book, the teacher has an important part in pre-
oenting the new material. A brief , e~imated synopsis of what has gone before, 
calling attention to hard words and paragraphs , narrating interest ing things 
about people and places mentioned , or reading aloud certain portions will help. 
If I were assigning .. The Revenge" by Tennyson, I would. tell briefly of 
The English and Spanish conflicts during Elizabeth •s reignj of Sir 
Grenville's relation to the activities of Ral eigh and Drake; show 
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of English ~hips and Spanish galleons of that period; explain briefly about 
the Spanish Inquisition to show why Grenville was 1oa:th to leave his men to 
t he mercy of the enemy. This should ·be done as fa r as possible at the time 
of the assignment. 
heferences to other stories or characters should be explained . If t here is 
some interesting character to be impersonated, the teacher should help by dis-
cussion or example.There are reactions common to all ages, and pupils s hould 
be able to suggest such emotions as anger, sorrow, joy, patriotism, hope, rev-
erence, loyalty and courage. Therefore,anything that can be done to stimulate 
thought and feeling should accompany the assignment of the less on. Reading a-
loud by the teacher at this time would not give much opportunity for parrot-
like imitation. The consequent study of the lesson with such helps would a-
rouse mental and emotional activity, and even if the pupils did imitate to 
some extent, the real stimulus would come from within. 
Preparation: 
Where separate stanzas or paragraphs are assigned to di fferent pupils, 
each should read the entire ~election before beginning to work on his own part. 
Thus1 he gets the purpose of the whole and enters into the atmosphere of it. 
Ide should prepare his uwn part with thi~ purpose in mind and to look for sen-
tences rather than words. This will do away with bad phrasing and the habit of 
emphasizing all words with the same force. 
Such prepara tion may be done, either at the regular study period in · 
school or at home. It may be done· during silent reading recita tions, accom-
panied by di~cussi6ns to stimulate thought and a llow the pupils to compare and 
weigh va lues, and to find answers to questions and solutions to problems sug-
gested in ~he assignment. Because one of the secrets of good oral reading 
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lies in the i ntimate rel ationshi p between the reader and his e.udience , eac h 
pupil shoul d prepare his spec i al por ticn so h e may be ablE: to remove 1:-i s eyes 
from the pa·' e in places 8.lld look direc t ly at the audienc e . He is not really 
reading naturall~r until he can do th i s . Some sf:..y t!ley cannot l ook at the aud-
ienc e wi thout l osing the l i ne of thought ~ In such a ca se , one would be merely 
sayi ng words vii th no effol:'t to stir the lisJ,;;eners to n:ental cr emotional e.cti-
vity . I n ordinary cono-ersation , vre lcok at people and get much inspiration· by 
so doing; therefore ).n order to make the si tu.ation seem real wh n one lS 
speaking for the author , he r:Jhould look at the audi er1ce ;;1.s often as p s s i bl • 
Short quota·ti ons sboul d be practi c-ally memorized so t ·ere: ID?-Y be :th · s ggestion 
of imp :r·sor1ation. Such performe.nces require careful study , ~or -:; __ e pupi- should 
kno':i \'!r ..at co. : sen·tence contains .. I!l t he upper gn ules where . ome ':.ro 1:: is r :. ~ 
quir e•~ , children prof· tably \"iOr · cut ai de tb ., classro , '.''!'ere it 
\"ICJuld JO possi bl e to rectd ~loud ['.i1d try ot~t tl:eir "~.roices . 
tere i. the me ·b::.nic s o~ rE:iading ant.. cm1 study by tbc aE< elve:o . In the c 'zses 
l·1·1~ --r_ f ) _r~+ r-, + .~.~ n."' , r:.i.,_,._; f~ 1.·1 r. ;-l\l b·e 't:: :.!:+-.:.0._"'. n.l,J,;, .~-:J-~_ v "'- e .J- , - o ,. ,.. ' t -.. · ~ ;;."' _ ... ........ v .... a ~ . _... __ 4 - v '""" "" - - w u .... _;, _ u .. 4J. ··_ .. c_;.:l ser1s e or 0c..t~~ .X · ... -...:!.'!:: .... 
!1 c. l:ncv'!· 
Of 
pttFils tJ-.. e roo , as 
( 
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near the center as possible, in order that .they may distribute their treas-
ures equally. No speaker is at an advantage at the side of the stage in the 
relative position of a postage stamp on an envelope. If center stage is of 
such value to an actor that it has become abyword in ordinary conversation, 
it mus t be quite as important to the reader. 
A stiff formal posture should be avoided. Some teachers still require 
tha t the pupils stand with the bodies rigid as pokers, the feet close and 
parallel, the book in the left hand, the right arm held stiffly at the side. 
It is i mpossible for anyone to do good work under such circumstances. A 
person talks with his body as well as with his tongue, and it must be free 
to express the varying emotions. Exercises at the beginnine; of the lesson 
relax the muscles which were tense during a previous recitation. 
This does not mean that a pupil should stand in a slovenly posture. If he 
is interested in the selection and the audience, the opposite will be true. 
I n talking, one often steps forward in his eagerness to make an impr ession. 
Such a movement is graceful or awkward according to the general deportment 
of the person. If one is naturally easy in his movements, but little train-
ing is necessary; his body automatically responds to the situation. But if 
a person is muscle-bound, he should practice exercises. 
One foot advances i nvoluntarily as one gives something from his hand, 
and there should be the same forward movement when he begins to speak. As 
a fairly -broad base is nec essary, the toes should point outward a litt le. 
The feet should not be too far apart, a matter that has to be checked up 
,. 
even with pe ople v1hci are naturally graceful. 
Talent in any line of public speaking presupposes a magnetic ·personal-
ity, which includes a rather high-strung, nervous temperament; and people 
who are so gifted are apt to be more affected by an audience than those of 
calm and phlegmatic natures. But tension and nervousness may be overcome by 
5 •1ee for·c o of wil ru;. made t se v c us ar. asso , ;;:hich \'!hen combi ned 
' ' 1-:~. f.~., 1 enl.1 es~per'" O"' -'- Ol) ".'JC88!n _ec7. J..~'"'"thc--n v12. "&Il rea. ur:-v e o tot:.e vvo "'» · ar.o .... • ~- · · ~' •• L l . . - "' 
one Yih lac ;: s the personal n:ugnetism to cl~t=.rm a.n ..,_udienc e. I · is do 1b-t-
f ul w.1e h , t he b e::::t s . cs.J:m·s ever get over a sl i t; rt s trill of nerve .s -
ness y: 1en t __ ey firs s"t.cmd up bef ore an audi enc e f pcopl .._.! o h t:'c ·e i22 
r ese vation c i t ici sm or apl;r oval . 
Silent readi ng gcies harid i n hand v:i-t __ oral; the t nch !P.tst u:::e her 
jud,.n:e.nt 0.s tc whether they shoul d be c ombined fun one rea 
it boli~~e thi::: sho >l d be done freq_uently . I n both exerc ises , the :lU:t: il ... 
dw tld ee:;. c.1 for whole sentences and read them a s such "' 
~er.c.orizcd v:orl: should be requi ed at times .. U .hnmpered c tho book , 8- p ::;::_ 
c ~~n. loo ~ dir ect ly n.4: the 3JJ.dienc e and so es t ablish an in"t:i!l: .to _.6, a -.i ns11tp; 
~-:e f e _lc that he i z cmwcr si "...,. ' _ tal ki ng 12_, r ather t h8.11 ~ reo:;.Jl e ~ _hen vrl: en 
:-eo di-:: :; in nn ex~_ essi onl ess t one can inspi re no one . 
~ recitation takes t1e l if o out of th e ~ork . 
let t ce PUl)ils r epeat i t i n a parrot - like 'ua y; such helps do n t br · ng spo~-
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ta ::iacus , · n .. lcpe,_lcl.en-t r eading . Th c :.ass - a dience must be ·cra.ined to l> ay t h · 
:~ :lsphcrc n- ru s nnch to t he 1·e:J.der .. If the childre:.'l ~Lre workin~ o di 
Q":j~- s <. t h · a-t-
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their new tricks in t lking . But the matter of eood articulation must not oc-
cup the mind of the pupil while he i s r eading . Hi a whol.., att ntion should be 
given to keeping the inter est of the audience , and if he t hinKs of how he i s 
usin8 his voice or t he organs of speech , he loses the mood of the uthor and 
his hold on the audience at the same time . I t is necessary to r ea.d sentences 
as whol es, a.nd t his can be accomplished , not only by increasing the ~y -
span and the eye-voice span, byt by taki ng in th whole c;;.roup of listeners a s 
i n ordinary conversation . Suf fici ent drill causes the musc l es to act auto-
matically, and when he begins to read, he mda t fotget t ecr~ique . 
So through the a ssignment , the prt!jparation and the reci t 9.tion , the spirit 
and thought of the author ar kept befor e the pupils, and the average n ormal 
child will enjoy the opportunity to express what he has colhct ed in the way 
of thrills and other surprises for the t he benefit of s omeone else . 
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GONCLJSIOJ 
L concl11Si on, \'I e make a brief suw:!lary of "t11.e main poin .. s of the stud-; 
1 .. The obj ecti•;r::s in reading have c hanged s i niH3 t:1 earl · a"s of our 
e':!. co.tion, and the need f or r9..pid silent reg_ding is ao g~eat that most 
of the attention gi ven to the study of 1·eading is directed to,r:ar th~ de-
velopl! ent of skill a l ong that l ine . 0:--al re<Aing improvement :h s not Ire -
paGe ·lith that of sile:nt reading '" 
2 a School <:J.uthorities ; .'3.s "'ell as teachers, should recognize :n re 
he import!:"D1Ce of oral re<:\ding in the uppor grades . Of the t 1ree read-
i.ng abiliti es , the one dea.ling with l i terary E~ppreciation involveE --ood 
·ral i nter ret~tion . 
3. Ther e must be a change in the manner of c onducting tLe o a · rc.c -
i 9.t:. ~n s :!..n m::>..ny cb.ssrooms . Time h~,_s been wasted i!'~. the past in :?erf un.c:t .,.. " 
c:rnl :res.di ::1g rec i-tations . 
,. Tes.che:rs shculd have de!ini e e_:::.;·ns in every recitation i n o~eJ. rec1d-
has b:.:sn divided i nto groups · t stpps, progressinz 1!1 ... og:.v -
i 
a nat:.lral res_ onse 
C!.1.S t 
0 !8. 
..l. .... "'r 
----...,JJ 
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page 17 of thesis. 
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thesis~ 
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